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CUPROWSKI, Assemblywoman Ml.JHLER; Assemhlymen 

CHARLES and ROCCO 

AN AssEMBLY REsou.·TIO!' establishing- a special committeti to study 

the problem of asbestos removal from scl10ols a11d other buildings 

and the adequacy of the standards therefor. 

WHEREAS, The Legislature :finds that the safe removal of cancer

causing asbestos from schools and other buildings is of para

mount concern becaus~ of its effect on the health, safety and 

welfare of the people in this State; and 

WHEREAS, ApproximatPly 300 public schools in 20 counties in this 

State were scheduled to undergo asbestos removal this summer 

and as of August ~. 1984 it was reported that approximately 200 

schools had not received a :final inspection and a certificate of 

occupancy allo\\ing them to open for the 1984-1985 school year; 

and 

WHEREAS, The several executive departments responsible for the 

safe remo,·al failed to coordinate their efforts and thus failed to 

act expeditiously . to stop the threat of danger to the school 

children and teachers in t11is State ; and 

WHEREAS, It is necessary to determine the standards for the safe 

handling of asbestos in public schools and other public and pri,·ate 

buildings in this StatP and the best methods of coordination and 

improvement of the tifforts of tlw exerutiYe departments to act 

responsively to this problem: uow, therefore, 



BE IT RE:-;OLYEI• /1_11 ,,,,, Gt-1/('IUl .Assn11/1l,11 o.f flit' .'·itf!lr 11f -'"•·1(" 

2 Jn·sey: 

1 1. The Special Conuuittee on Asbei;:tos Hazards is estahlishecl 

2 with a membersLip cousisting of tht> cbaim1an of the General 

3 Assembly A~ricu]tmP a11d Em·ir01m1r1it CommittH': t1:• dininnm1 

4 of the GeneraL\ssemlJJy Correetious, Health and 1lu111:111 Sen·ict·:-; 

;i Committee: the chairman of the General .\ssembly Highl·r E1lu<·n-

6 tion and Regulated Professions Committee: and two other meml1ers 

7 of tlie Ge11eral ..-\.s,;ernUy to he appoint<·<l liy tlte :'.'.li1;ori~:· L<·acl1·r 

8 of tl1e General Assembly. 

1 2. The special committee shall study the problem of ashesto~ in 

2 s('hools a11d other buildings: th_e a<lequac~· of tJrc- l'hl'1dard,; for 

8 ashesto" rPmoYal J•l'O<'e<lurC's: thf' recent failure to expt>ditiomly 

4 rt>mow asbe~to!' from approximately 300 puli]ic· school"': and tli(· 

:J role that should Le pluyed by tJ1e f'X<>cutiYe <lepartrne11ts. i11e111di:1:.: 

ti the D(•partme:·t of E11Yir01m1P111al ProtC'dion a11d the f><'partuwn1 

7 of Healtl1 in alleYiatin!.!· tl1i"' probl<>LI. Thf' !'pPeial committee' l"lial1 

ti study tlie issues a11d reeommendations raised in t]w repo11 11: tl1r· 

fl Department of tlie Pul1lir AdYocatf' dated Au!!'Ui::t ~- l9S4 anil 

10 f'ntitle_d ".\she,.;to!' lit The Schools: A11 Intnirn Heport'' a1:d an: 

11 othf'l' pntinf'JJt docnnwnti:: and shall PYalunte any propo~et1 ]P_!!·i-.b-

12 tion or laws eonc·<·rnin.~;: a_sl1f'stos remoYal procedure ... 

13 The special committee ·shall make recommendations for the 

14 deYelopment of Statewide c>omprehensive standards for thf' use of 

lj asbestos, inC'ludillg removal procedures. in all buildings in th:, 

16 State and the coordination hetween the executh-e departments to 

l i ensure a quick and informed response to this problem in the futun .. 

1 3. The spec-ial co1im1ittee shall he f'ntitled to call to i1~ a:'~·i.;;tanC'r 

2 and aYail itself of the sef\•ices and assistanee of any ofticial:- an<l 

3 emplo~'ees of the State and its political suhdh·isions aml their 

4 departments, hoards. bureaus. commissiom• and a~encif's as it may 

5 require and as may be a\·ailahle to it for these purpose!" and may 

6 expend any fund~ al" may be appropriatf'<l or othf'rwis<• madf· aYail

i ehlf' to it for thl' purposes of its study. 

1 4. The special eommittE>e may meet and hold public heari11g-s at 

2 any places as it shall designate and shall report its findin~s and 

3 recommendations to the General Assembly no later thau 60 day"' 

4 after the date it fi?'st convenes, accompan~·ing the ~anw with m1y 

5 legislatiw bills that it may desire to recommend for adoption hy 

Ii t l1r· Legislatur~. 
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STATE~IEXT 

This Assem11ly rt:'solutio11 estahlisl1PI' a Special Committet' on 

Asbestos Hazards with the respo11sibility to study the problem of 

asbestos removal from schools and other buildings in this State 

and to make recommendatiom: conrnni11g the coordination of the 

efforts of the executiYe dt'partments responsible therefor and the 

development of Statewide guidelines for asbestos remo,·al pro

cedures. 

The intent of the resolution is to confront the asbestoi.:: rrisis in 

this State caused hy the rf'cent problems in carrying out the rernoYal 

of asbestos from approximately 300 schools. By conn11i11g a Special 

Committee on Asbestos Hazards, the health. safet~· and welfare or 

the people of this State will he protected hy the deYelopm('J;t of 

Statewide standards for the use and remO\·al of asbestos including 

the coordinatioll of the efforts of the executin de11artJJwJ1t~ 

responsible therefor. 





ASSBMBLYMAN JCl6 A. RXXD (Acting Qiaiman) : Good norning. 

Welcome to the Assembly Special Committee on Asbestos Hazards. 

Assemblyman Doria has asked ne to chair this particular neeting in 

South Jersey. Several others have been held around the State. Once 

again, we are very fortunate to be able ·to have nore impact on this 

issue by having hearings in South Jersey, which is so often neglected, 

as far as we can see, in so many aspects of the State. 

Obviously there is no need for ne to get into any detail or 

c:xmnent in reference· to this hazard with asbestos. The testinony our 

presenters will give this norning will certainly shed sane light on the 

proolem aI'Xl give us sane ideas as to what the recamendations might be 

in terms of proceeding ahead. 

I would like to thank our Ccxrmittee Aide arxj people who have 

come down fran Trenton to help us to have our hearing here in South 

Jersey, in Haddon Heights. 

we will begin with our first presenter, Congressman James J. 

Florio, who is obvi6usly well kn<:Mn to all of us. I congratulate the 

Congressman in his recent victory in the Congressional District. I 

look forward to his testi.nony. 

~ JAIE> J. FlilUO: Thank you very nuch. Assemblyman and 

ladies and gentlemen, I am pleased to be here dealing with a topic that 

I have devoted quite a bit _of tine to, particularly in the last two 

years. '!be camni ttee that I chair, the Canni ttee on Carmerce, 

Transportation, and Tourism has substantial environmental legislation. 

This whole question of asbestos in public buildings, as well as 

asbestos in general, and its inpact up:>n health arxi the environment, is 

ooe that we have spent a substantial aoount of time oo. Unfortunately, 

I have to report to you that, our efforts notwithstanding, the Federal 

agencies in dlarge of this area have really not dooe too terribly Illlch, 

am in many respects have contributed to the chaos in our classroans, 

:perhaps rrore so than has the problem, in some res:pects. 

Sane weeks ago, before the Congress adjourned, I, in my 

capacity as the Chairman of the Ccmni ttee, which I made reference to 

before, held a hearing on the status of EPA's efforts to cope with this 

growing environmental crisis. Unfortunately, the OV'erwhelming 
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conclusion, which came out of the hearing, was the Federal government's 

response to asbestos hazards has been totally inadequate. 

As members of the Carmittee are undoubtedly aware, the only 

existing Federal asbestos exposure standards were put out by the 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), and that 

standard, whidl is two fibers per millileter, is regarded as totally 

inappropriate, and is itself being reviewed by pecple at the agency. 

As I said, the standard has been criticizea, arxl there is an effort now 

to tighten it up considerably. Between 1940 and 1980, CNer 27 million 

workers were exposed to asbestos. Mount Sinai researchers - Mount 

- Sinai being the hospital that has really been the lead hospital in 

dealing with all of this asbestos controversy -- estimate that fran 

1980 onward, there will be 350,000 premature deaths as a result of that 

worker exposure. 

As for the problem- of asbestos in the schools, awareness of 

the current public health eaergency was pranpted by an ~A rule issued 

in 1982. EPA had agreed in 1979, :pJrsuant to a court hearing, to issue 

certain rules aoo regulations; they didn't get arourXi to it until 

1982. In 1982 they did pranulgate a rule which requires all schools to 

inspect for asbestos hazards a00 to post a public notice if they are 

found. 'ltle deadline for canpliance with this inspection was June 

1983. I highlight this because we are all aware of the disruption that 

occurred in Septent>er 1984, when we found the schools were not 

inspected, arx1 remedial actions were taken, when in fact all of that 

was supposed to be done in June of 1983. 

It is estimated by EPA - and I suspect it is probably a 

conservative estimate - that 15 million school children and 1.4 

mill ion school employees work or go to school, as the case may be, in 

buildings contaninated by friable asbestos, that is flaking asbestos, 

on a nationwide basis. '!bat means that those children am enployees 

are at risk, and EPA concedes the fact of that existing. 

EPA poses the ultimate "Catch 22" for school administrators 

because the agency has never put out clear standards or adequate 

guidelines concerning hON to deal with this problem. What EPA has done 

is to say, "Go out and inspect; go out and publish notices that you 
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have inspected," but EPA never told anybody what they are inspecting 

for, what the acceptable limits are in order to indicate that action 

has to be taken. '!hey have never told anybody what to do when they 

inspect, to f ioo whatever it is they are looki03 for. And EPA has not 

provided any resources to do anything. So, you have a very confusing 

situation, aoo people are literally in a state of panic. I think we 

can all appreciate what happens at the school board reeting that cnnes 

after the school board officials have announced that they have 

inspected and have found sane asbestos and then p.iblished it on the 

bulletin board aoo notified the PrA. Parents cate am legitimately 

have ooncerns about what it is that should be done, insis.ting that 

something be done even though there isn't the appropriate guidance to 

tell us what the sanething is that should be done. 

The funding problem is a very serious problem. The New 

Jersey Sch<X>l Boards Association has estimated that to deal with this 

problem in New Jersey it will take anywhere from ~50 million to $70 

mill ion in our State alone. We, in the Congress, have passed 

legislation, just within the last four or five nonths, authorizing ~600 

million for asbestos removal for the national school boards, but you 

can appreciate that is not going to go very far, if we talk about New 

Jersey, alone, taking atx>ut $50 million or $70 million of that. 

Over aoo above that, and what was particularly troubling at 

our hearing in washington, was that EPA administrators in the asbestos 

control program stated that they were not even inclined to request any 

funding in the upcaning year's budget. So that even though the 

Congress has said there is a need for $600 million, at least, for 

asbestos rem:>val, the Administration is oo record as saying that it is 

not going to request that any of that noney be requested. we will be 

in a situation where we, again, have told the school boards, "You have 

to go am inspect," but we are not going to tell them what to inspect 

for. we are going to tell them that they have to p..iblish not1fications 

of whatever it is they are looking for. We are not going to tell them 

what the remedial work is that should be undertaken, whether it is 

goiDJ to be renoval, whether it is going to be encapsulation, or what 

the circumstances would dictate as being the oourse of action. 
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I note that John Horn is here representing the 

building trades people, who are very legitimately concernea, as we all 
should be, about the qualifications of those who are going to be ooing 

the remedial work, whatever the remedial work is. We have instances 

where people who don't know anything about what they are supposed to be 

doing, are out in schools and in public buildings, tearing out 
asbestos, conceivably making the problem worse than it was before they 

started work. 

Certification is a very iuportant thing that we should be 

doing on a national basis. A new aspect of . the problem has been 
brought to my attention, and that is the question: Wbat do you oo with 

the asbestos when you renove it? we have evidence that asbestos is 
literally being flushed down toilets, put into public sewer systems, 

aoo put into plastic bags and dumped into solid waste landfills. We 
have to address the problem in that respect. 

Mr. Chainnan, I would ask that you put my statement in the 

record in its entirety. I ~uld be happy to respond to any questions. 

I suppose· my conclusion is, that because of the void that has 

been created by EPA and the Federal government not doing what it should 

be doing on a national basis, pursuant to law, pursuant to court 
decisions, the states are going ·to be left with the responsibility of 

trying to do sanething on an.ad hoc basis. That is not desirable. It 
seems to me that it is inapprq;>riate to have one level of asbestos 

exposure provided for a child in New Jersey, an:l a different level of 

asbestos exposure pennitted for a child in Pennsylvania. '!bat is just 

nonsensical. This is certainly a nationwide problem. There are 

natioowide standards that should be publicized and prarulgated. But, 

if it is not going to happen, it is inperati ve that saneone take tne 

action, and that saneone take the action now. 

I noticed in the newspaper that the Task Force, whidl the 

Governor has put together, came forward with the sane recatmendations. 

I am of the opinion that they merely are recannendations, ar¥:i that in 

order to have those recxmrendations go into effect, legislation is 

probably required. I am not sure exactly what the process is for the 

finalization of the Task Force's recarmendations. Whenever that takes 
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place, those reo:xnmendations have to be subnitted to you - to the 

Legislature - for ultimate enactment into law. f.ly concern is that 

that process is going to take a very long period of time unless there 

is sane sense of emergency. The law was that these inspections were 

supp:>sed to have taken place and concluded in June of 1983. 'Ibey are 

clearly overdue. '!here is a real question as to whether the 

inspections and the certifications that todc place in September of 1984 

are even valid; also, what were the standards that were used? 

I would just try to convey to this Carmi ttee a sense of 

urgency that they shoula be alm:>st conducted at two different levels: 

- One, that maybe you can join with me and others to get the Federal 

goverrunent to get EPA to do what it should be doing, but in the interim 

to also be pushing those at the State level to do what they should be 

doing and as rapidly as possible. 

I thank you very much for your attention. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROCCO: Thank you very much, Congressman Florio. 

As usual, your knowledge of the subject is d:>vious. Your ooncern, in 

terms of hazards, not only to our environment, but certainly to the 

dlildren of this State and to the nation, is obviously very evident. 

We thank you for your ccmnents. I think probably one of the real 

ooncerns that you expressed whidl needs a great deal of attention is in 

the disposal area. I am not sure how mudl has been aone yet in the 

State in that area, but certainly that is a focus that has to be 

sharpened because obviously, as you know, with your Superfund 

legislation we could end up with problems in the future that we may not 

be aware of unless we take care of it at this point. 

CCH;RESSMAN FLORIO: May I make a suggestion? We have 

inquired, and the Depar~nt of Environmental Protection has stated 

that it is their intention to continue to pennit asbestos to be put 

into plastic bags and disposed of in sanitary landfills. I regard that 

as really outrageous, Mr. Assemblyman. Asbestos is a problem when it 

is in fibers; there are means by wh1dl you can either encapsulate it or 

stabilize it, and then dispose of it. To literally p.it it into plastic 

bags and hope that nobody disturbs it in a landfill is really 

environmentally dangerous. I think that the Legislature may want to 
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make sane inquiries to DEP as to this {X>licy, which is going on right 

now, in fact, today, as we sit here. Asbestos is continuinJ to be 

disposed of in plastic bags in landfills. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROCOO: '!hat certainly is a focus that I will 

pursue at this E:X>int. I thank you for your attention to that matter 

and, again, for all of your cannents. Everythil'l3 will be in the 
record. we appreciate your taking your time oot to be with us. 

Thank you, Congressman Florio. 

CCNGRESSMAN FLORIO: '!hank you very nuch. 

ASSEMBLYMAN R)CQ): Is Thanas Burke here? (affinnative 

response) 'lhanas Burke is fran the Department of Environmental 

Protection and is Director of the Office of Science and Research. 

I am certain you heard the cannents of Congressman Florio in regard to 

sate of his concerns. 

TB:JtAS A. ~= I certainly did. 

ASS™BLYMAN ~Q): Tan, if you could give us your testim:my 

today, we would appreciate it. 

MR. BURKE: I have entered my testiroony for the record, but 

I would also like to respond, and I appreciate this q>pe>rtuni ty. As 

you see, I am a scientist. I am Director of the research activities at 

DEP. I think that is indicative of the problem of asbestos. In sane 

ways it is nore tangible than a lot of the hazards we deal with because 

of the clear h\.Dllan data arxJ health nazards with asbestos. '!bere is an 

awful lot that we don't know about asbestos anci the management of such 

areas as disposal. 
I would like to outline for you our current thinking at DEP 

and also to appeal to you for your assistance because, as the 

Congressman mentioned, there are things that we do not know, ar¥l I 

would like to try to bring those to your attention. 

First of all, I want to Sa!f that DEP has been an active 

participant in the development of the Governor's Asbestos Policy. We 

very nuch sup{X>rt the activities that have been undertaken as part of 

this policy. we feel that they have proposed an actioo guideline for 

asbestos in air which is far nore stringent than the current 

Occupational Safety and Heal th Administration workplace standard. We 
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feel that they have revised our current minimum specifications for 

asbestos renoval and expanded the training course for asbestos 

workers. 'Ihese are things that were obviously necessary for the proper 

renoval of asbestos fran our public.buildings. 

They have also recamtended addressing the problem of exposure 

to asbestos in drinking water aoo the disposal of asbestos. Although 

there are numerous activities that need to be undertaken -- both in 

researdl and in JOOni toring - before we have clear ideas of the 

appropriate solutions to these problems, we a:llllend those efforts. 

As you know, DEP has lor¥J been active in the asbestos 

questions. Since 1976, when asbestos was discovered in the Howell 

Township schools, we have been active in attemptir¥J to get the Federal 

Environmental Protection Agency actively involved and are in many ways 

responsible for sane of the activities that were initiated oy the 

Federal EPA. I would have to echo the Congressman's sentiments, with 

regard to the role of EPA. As a researcher, aoo as a person who has to 

try and take the scientific data and weave it into the policy decisions 

of DEP, it is very difficult for us to have the resources to conduct 

the nonitoring, the epidemiological assessments, and the toxicological 

studies, that yoo need, to make intelligent decisions about sanething 

as cooplicated as the ultimate disposal of asbestos or any toxic 

substance, for that matter. · I echo his sentiments in hoping that EPA 

ex>uld be a little bit rrore responsive to the needs of the states. 

In a recent meeting with the Assistant Administrator for 

Toxic Substances, I voiced these ooncerns. I would hope that EPA is 

1 istening to the states. We are one of many. This is a nationwide 

problem. 

I would lixe to outline the responsibilities of DEP, as we 

see them. As you know, although we provide technical guidance to the 

overall policy carmittee, we are primarily responsible for air, 

drinking water, and land disposal of asbestos. The regulatory 

framework of asbestos in air is based upon the well-documented nazards 

associated with inhalation of asbestos. In 1973, Wlder the Clean Air 

Act, the Federal government developed a standard that provided for no 

visible emission of asbestos to be permitted to outside air fran 
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asbestos mills, manufacturing facilities, and asbestos-spraying 

operations arxi denolition sites. 

In 1976 OSHA issued the current regulation for asbestos air 

am proposed their standard of two fibers per cubic centimeter of air. 

In 1977 New Jersey went a little further than that and regulated the 

release of asbestos to ant>ient air under our Subchapter 17, our toxic 

air ix>llutant regulations, and we expressively prohibited the spraying 

of asbestos coatings or materials whim contained any roore than 0.25 

percent of asbestos. 

Very little is known about the levels of asbestos in New 

_ Jersey in the outside ambient air. Part of this has been a research 

need, but also a very practical prOblem. As you may know, on a 

national level -- although it is assumed, arx1 there is sane limited 

evidence that asbestos is everywhere in our environrcent - we don't 

knON very nuch about that. Qle of the things we will nON be 

undertaking, as part of the recanmendations of the policy ccmni ttee, 

but also as a research endeavor, is to set up a statewide sanpling for 

asbestos in the air. Although we knON about the indoor hazards am the 

hazards of spray-on asbestos material, sudl sources as brake-linings 

and things sudl as that, contribute probably substantially to our 

overall lifetime exposure to asbestos. we will be trying to ~ress 

these questions, to identify new areas for control. Our ultimate goal 

is to minimize any airborne exposure. As I said, the airborne exposure 

to asbestos is the well-documented hazardous exposure. 

We also are resp:>nsible for the a:>ntrol or the evaluation of 

asbestos exposure in drinking water. Although there are no real 

i;>ositive studies that show that the ingestion of asbestos fibers is in 

any Waf as hazardous as inhalation, we feel that the inhalatioo dangers 

are evident enough, that we have to be prudent in our awroach to 

drinking water. We want to take a oonservative approach to minimize 

any exposures to our citizens fran drinking water. we have outlined 

steps to do this in our policy docunent. 

Asbestos can occur in drinking water in three ways. Many of 

our public water supply pipes are made of cement that is reinforced 

with asbestos. With the acidity of the water and the oorrosion of the 
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pipes, this could lead to degradation of that pipe and release of 

asbestos fibers into drinking water. 

In northern New Jersey we have extensive natural formations 

of rock that have asbestos fibers in them. '!bis has resulted in sate 

degree of asbestos present in the groundwater. 

And finally, the mismanagement of wastes fran improper 

disposal could ultimately be a potential source of asbestos fibers to 

drinking water. 

Obviously, we want to approach all three of these potential 

situations to reduce any exposure fran drinking water. 

In 1981 EPA extensively sampled public-drinking water 

supplies for asbestos arrl fourrl levels that ranged fran "no detectable 

asbestos fibers at all" up to -- in New Jersey ~ water supplies that 

contained over "SO million fibers per liter." That sounds Ii.Ke a 

tremendous amount, but in fact, in trying to assess that and understand 

what the public health implications for that are, we don't have 

reliable animal tests or epidenologic evidence to really understand 

what the effects on the GI tract would be. This is a level of concern 

to us and we want to try and develop rational standards. our first 

approach is to be minimize exposure by reccmnending that no nore 

asbestos cement pipe be used in replacement or oonstruction of new 

water supplies. we have reccmnended a nurnoer of specific control 

mechanisms for treatment of the water so that with the oorrosive 

activity whidl may degrade pipes ~ or in areas where there is natural 

asbestos -- we will not have excessive exposure to asbestos through 

drinking water. 

As you know, Assembly Bill 280 has mandated DEP to develcp 

minimum contaminant levels for selected toxic substances in drinking 

water. We may, in fact, use this mechanism to establish a standard for 

asbestos -fibers in drillKing water. 

One question that has been raised, and a difficult one, is 

our role in the disposal of all this asbestos waste. The Congressman 

is right; as of now, we are disposing of waste in plastic bags in the 

active faces of landfills. 
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Asbestos is a hazard when it is inhaled. It doesn't rove 

arourrl the environrcent very well. It is not dlemically reactive. You 
can't bum it. It doesn't degrade in the environment. So, it presents 

an awful lot of unique disposal problems. As of now, because of our 
scarce scientific data, the current knowfedge, not only in New Jersey 

but nationally, has been that the · burial of asbestos represents an 
ultimate disposal. In fact, this is reflected in our current 

regulations for disposal. we are now considering, am making cannent 
on, prcposed new regulations for disposal. One of the questions is: 

Although burial does appear to be one alt~mative that may be 
potentially satisfactory, is b.Jrial in the active face of the landfill 

appropriate when we may have stirring-up of the fibers arxt things like 

that? These are one of the things whidl we are trying to oonsider. 

'As a researdler, I would 1 ike to appeal to you for your 
support of apprq>riate programs, within DEP, whidl can evaluate this 

disposal method am alternatives. Right now, as I said, we do not have 

the capability to db air noni toring. we don't know the air levels of 

asbestos arourrl these active landfills. we would alEO like to test for 
leachabili ty of the absestos to see if potentially this is leading to 

contamination of groundwater arourrl these sites. As we try to devise 
our waste-disposal altematives,·I would like you to realize that right 

now, there is a limited scientific data base on whidl to base that, and 
the current state-of-the-art· is land disposal, although we do recoomend 

researdl to address that issue. 

In closing, I would just like to sey that DEP has been 

involved for allrost ten years nCM in trying to bring asbestos to the 
national forefront as a hazard. It is one of our IOOSt well-documented 

toxic substance hazards. 'lbere is human data there. It is not 

speculation about laboratory animals or anything like that. I thinK 

our position has to be that we will use our authorities in the 

environment to minimize exposure wherever possible, but our 

responsibility is also to develq> the adequate scientific approaches so 

that our control mechanisms do not create problems for us later, and so 

that we can better understam hON to control these hazards now. 

I would be glad to answer any specific questions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN RCX:OO: Tan, is it Dr. Burke? 



MR. BURKE: Yes, it is Dr. Burke in two weeks. I defend my 

dissertation right after 'l'hanksgiving. 

ASSEMBLYMAN RJCCO: Very good. Good luck to you. I do have 

a few questions, just to pursue the disposal questions, because I think 

that is here and now. Presently you are using larxifills; is that 

correct? 

MR. BURKE: '!bat is oorrect, although right l'KM the asbestos 

has to be wetted down aoo put into thidc plastic bags am kept in a 

sealea container until it is then disposed of in a landfill. 'I.bat is 

our current regulation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN RJCOO: Okay, but when it gets into the landfill, 

it is simply plastic covering on the asbestos? 

MR. BURKE: And there nust be three feet of clean fill placed 

over the asbestos at that time to separate it fran other wastes or 

activity. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KX:CO: Okay. Yoo answered sane of the other 

questions in terms of the leaching and the potential damage to water in 

arx:l arOUl'Xl the areas of the landfill. Yoo are doiD:J sanething in that 

arena right now, or it that sanething you are looking for? 

MR. BURKE: we are, arx'.i we are trying to evaluate the 

information that is around. 'lbere are sane worst-case scenarios of 

industrial facilities in New Jersey aoo nationwide where asbestos, 

because of industrial activities, has been buried by canpanies for 

years. Literally tons of asbestos has been thrown into the earth. 

'!here are nonitoring wells around these facilities, and we are trying 

to get an idea of just how well asbestos may migrate through the soils 

aoo becane a groundwater hazard. 

It doesn' t appear, in these cases, that it has, al though I 

will be the first one to ~it that the activity of a sanitary landfill 

or industrial waste landfill presents another type of problem. There 

is a gap in the scientific data there. We are concerned about that, 

but unlike many of our industrial solvents a00 things that have becane 

the pervasive groundwater contaminants in New Jersey, there doesn't 

appear to be physical or chemical reasons why asbestos would pose a 

grave hazard; but, we need to understand that a little better. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN :RXOO: Well certainly in the disposal, at this 

point, do you feel tnat it is adequate with just the plastic? I 

personally would have great ooncern about that. 

MR. BURKE: Asbestos, as the Congressman pointed out, can be 

bound using dlemical sealants to try to make it nore of a oongealed 

mass, but then you have to understarxi that yoo are buryiD3 this waste, 

am although that may make it less available in a ceiling or sanething 

like that, burial is ultimate disposal. This will ultimately break 

down too, so that is a temporary solution. Once sanething is buried in 

the ground, whether it is in a steel drum or anythiD3 else, we Kl'lON 

that the envirorunent is real good at degrading things and breaking them 

down to their natural canponents. This will ultimately happen with 

asbestos. It may delay the process for several years, but that kind of 

binding and things like that really don't make long-tenn sense for 

burial disposal. 

Right nON, as I said, there are gaps in ultimate disposal. 

The debate now, l:x>th within DEP and fran the amnents we have received 

on the regulations, is whether or not there snould be a dedicated 

facility at these laoofills. Although we know that, perhaps, burial of 

asbestos is a temporary solution, let's define where we put it - and 

not in the active face of a landfill with everyone's garbage, but in a 

defined spot, so as we know IIDre about it or as we want to control it 

through nonitoring wells or whatever, we \«>uld have a defined area and 

woula have minimized our future risks. I think that is one wey we 

could inprove the situation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN RJCCO: '!'hat is certainly one of the points that 

I was leading to. Are we accurately keeping records of exact locations 

of present disposal, so that if we fin:i in the researai to cane, that 

we are doing things inproperly, or that it is a danger to the 

envirorment, we can get to the source as quickly as possible? Whereas, 

if we don't identify locations, and let's say in the 360 schools around 

the State that are disposing of asbestos as they work with it, if it is 

just disposed of without identifying locations, I think we have a 

problem. I think the dedication of certain locations or sane procedure 

to identify where the disposal is taking place is absolutely critical, 
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and a simple thing to do. 'As long as we have ·to dispose of it, it is 

simple enough to keep a record at DEP of the sites that are involved 

and sane means of identification for future neeas, either to pull it 

bade out or to at least identify it. Yoo say that is goillJ on? 

MR. BURKE: This is a proposal now in revision, and under our 

~esponsibilities because of. the Governor's Policy Cannittee, arxi it is 

a oonsideration that we are now working on. I would say that hopefully 

we have a good chance of- Once we detennine the feasibility at the 

landfills of doing this, of initiating that and having that, we are--

ASSEMBLYMAN RJCOO: (interrupting) Okay. What I am going to 

do right now is to certainly take note of your carments, in terms of 

looking to do that as quickly as possible, but I think I am going to do 

nore than that. I am going to ask my legislative aide to get on sane 

legislation in that regard. I think that is absolutely a push that 

can't wait for CXlmlittees to have their hearings and the rest of it. I 

think that if it needs legislation, then we will go ahead aoo do that. 

I think it is absolutely critical as we are going through this whole 

process of it being disposed of. It coula be just anywhere, am we 

won't be able to get to it in the future, unless we have identified 

locations. so, Jeff, have that ready for Monday. 

MR. BURKE: I would appreciate your help with that. 

Obviously it makes gcxxj sci~htific aoo environmental sense to contain 

your problem. We don't have all the answers now, but this will 

certainly make it easier in the future. 

ASSF.MBLYMAN .RX:OO: '!hank you very ruch. Do you have 

anything additional to add? 

MR. BURl<E: No, except that, through our participation with 

the Asbestos Policy Cacmittee, I hope that we will, not only be 

addressing sane of these environmental issues, but lerxiing our 

expertise to the actual public health questions that arise through the 

school disposal and other issues. 

I thank you for this opportunity. 

ASSEMBLYMAN RJCOJ: We will certainly look at legislation in 

the future. It is a little aisconcerting, to say the least, that we 

really don't kno.v where we are with the air quality or--

MR. BURKE: (interrupting) I would enpnasize that also. 



ASSEMBLYMAN KX::CO: (continuing) --or even the water 

quality. I think these are like base levels that have to be identifiea 

so that we know where we are headed. 

MR. BURKE: I might expaOO upon what DEP is doiBJ in water. 

Right now we are o:>nducting a survey of all water su~lies to see who 

has asbestos pipes - obviously that is a potential source. we will be 

inplementing ways to treat the water so that the aggressive index 

doesn't get to a point where we have degradation of these pipes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HJCCO: Excuse ~. Can I interrupt you for just 

a second? Maybe John Horn might have the answer. Of course the 
asbestos pipes are no longer in use; is that correct? 'Ibey are 

prohibited sanehow? 

MR. BURKE: No new--

ASSEMBLYMAN OOCC'O: (interrupting) That is a logical 

assumption, out unfortunately logic doesn't always follow. 

MR. BURKE: You are absolutely right. There is no new 

asbestos pipe being used. 

existing. 

There are tremendous am:>unts out there 

MR. ~SNAGEL: ( fran audience) Correction. It is only 

sprayed-on asbestos that you cannot install. You can use asbestos for 

piping today, taoorrow. I will fill you in oo that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROCCO: I would like to hear irore about that 

because that is sanething that would be of ooncern to us. 

Dr. Burke, good luck to you. 

MR. BURKE: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN OOCC'O: Brian Bramell, President of Alternatives 

Way, Inc. Is Brian here? Did I pronounce that right, Brian? 

Yes. Before I start, can I just make a couple of 

c.'Cllllents on the landfill issue? 

problem. 

firm? 

ASSF.MBLYMAN K>COO: Certainly. Go ahead. 

MR. BRAMELL: I would like to before I get into my testimony. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROCCO: It is your time. 

MR. BRAMELL: My firm deals on a day-to-day basis with the 

ASSFMBLYMAN RJCCO: Could you tell us a little bit abOUt your 
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MR. BRAMELL: Sure. We are an environmental consulting and 

testing firm, located here in Haddon Heights. We are consultants to 
over 500 school projects. We work in 30 states. we work for every 

branch of the Defense Department, the General Services Administration, 

and the V.A. Hospitals, as well as numerous private clients. So, I am 

speakiBJ nore fran the standp::>int of seeing, oo a day-to-day basis, 

what goes on in the field. '!hat is why I want to make just a brief 

ccmnent - it is not part of my testinony - on the landfill issue. We 

talk a lot about the groundwater and the procedures -- what is SURX>Sed 

to be done, etc. - but the reality I am concerned about is that the 
bags are not being gently taken out of trucks at a site, placed into a 

hole, and backfilled with three feet of airt. Trucks are being backed 

up, bags are being dumped, and then they run e»er them with a b..llldozer 

to canpact them before they cover them. 

I am also concerned about the fact that they are not 

identifying where in the landfill this material is being placed. And, 

IIOre than its migration into the groundwater, I am concerned about the 

fact that any good sanitary landfill requires venting of the gases that 
buiid up. And, as those gases migrate through the landfill al'¥i through 

the asbestos material to the vent-ports, I believe the asbestos 

material is going to be vented, llllch nore so than there being a 

,EX>tential for it to migrate through the clays arxi the underlinings. 
ASS™BLYMAN Kx:OO: So, ultimately, in the future the ~thane 

gas, or whatever, is going to be throwing up the asbestos? 

MR. BRAMELL: It will be vented in conjunction with the 

methane gas. 
Anyway, I want to Ck:idress, as part of my testinony, more of a 

chronological problem I see occurring, and how it relates nore 

specifically to the policy which has just recently been prqx>Sed. 

I am goiBJ to attempt to show a breakdown in the process 

while going through my testinony. '!be law requires that all owners of 

public buildings, be they schools or State buildings, be forced to 

q>erate under a low-bid situation. In my cpinion, it is ludicrous to 

think that we will ever do an appropriate job of reiooving a known human 

carcil'l03en fran a building, particularly b..lildings that house dlildren, 

under a low-bid situation. 



If one is going to put up a basketbal.l backstop or rebuild a 

curb, or do sanething along those lines, fine, give it to the lON 

bidder. If ooe is going to deal with a known human carcinogen, then it 

is time to evaluate other factors very critically. 

ASSEMBLYMAN K>COO: 'Itlat' s kind of like the astronauts \ttlo go 

up into space on a low-bid.. I don't 1mow if we are really ever going 

to dlange that. '!here are too many other factors involved. 

MR. BRAMELL: Well, my next carment is, . if building owners 

nust award contracts under a low-bid situation, then we have to have a 

good procedure for pre-qualifying those contractors. 

ASSEMBLYMAN RX:CO: Yes, depending on how the specs are 

written. You have to set the specs up. 

MR. BRA.MELL: '!he problem that occurs right at the rroment, 

for school districts at least, is that if a contractor has been 

pre-qualified by the State, the school district has no right to ~ or 

very little right ~ to prequalify that contractor. 

In the past, a oontractor literally had to have insurance, 

bonding, a one-to-ten day course, arrl be breathing at the time of the 

aR?lication to be qualified. 

A school district, where I was a consultant, had a contractor 

in - in a previous year - to do a painting project. When he finished 

repainting the hallway, he ·stood back to admire his work, lit a 

cigarette, blONing up the hallway of the school. He had never had any 

experience with asbestos at all. He was low-oidder on the asbestos 

project for the next year. Because of the fact that he had bonding and 

had attended a one-day seminar, he was low-bidder arrl the attorney 

couldn't justify denying that oontract. 

The State, under their new policy, has prequalified 

contractors who have been thrown off of asbestos projects. 'Ibey have 

prequalif ied a fim that is presently being sued by the State of New 

Jersey for doing an inadequate job. 

ASS.t?.MBLYMAN !«CD: Brian, correct me if I am wrong. A 

school district's school board can set up the specs for their specific, 

individual scnool district, arxi their specific job. 
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MR. BRAMELL: 'Ihat' s oorrect, but through the Department of 

Education's adoption the State's policy- I CID not a lawyer, sir, but 

when dealing through the Department of F.ducation, which has given that 

right up to the DBC, a contractor can go into court am get an 

injunction against a job t:rj saying, •This job cannot start because I am 

prequalified t:rj the State. How can yoo deny my starting on this 

project?" 

ASSEMBLYMAN IDCCO: Okay. I think it can be denied sinply by 

the school board putting out the regulatioos pertaining to that 

individual job. 

MR. BRAMC.:LL: A school district needs guidance on that 

because, to be perfectly honest with you, when I propose that to a 

school district, I can hear the solicitor's knees start to knock. '!hey 

just si.ni>ly-

ASSEMBLYMAN IDCCO: (interrupting) Then change solicitors. 

I have done that a few times. 

MR. BRAMELL: Yes. Right. 'lbe school board's attorney just 

has a fear of a very tight timetable in order to get it accanplished 

over the Sllll1ffer. If court action is inp:>sed, due to a oon-bid award, 

by the low bidder, the time is being used up that they need to get the 

project accacplished, if oothing else. 

ASSEMBLYMAN RCXXU: So, I guess the point yoo are makirg is 

very specific. 'Ihe specs should be written to exclude those who are 

really not qualified. 

MR. BRAMELL: Exactly. 'Ihe specs have to be written in tnat 

instance; and also, we need support fran the State when they 

prequalify people, so that people who shouldn't be prequalified aren't 

being prequalif ied. 

In the past, there has never been a good nedlanism for 

disqualifying a contractor who is doing an inadequate jab. I 

understand that a mechanism is now being put in place: Reports a:ming 

fran my consulting firm, and fran other consulting firms, are oeing 

used as part of the mechanism for disqualifying saneone for doing a 

project incorrectly. I am concerned. The medlanism for that should be 

set up properly, so that "ABC" oontractor, who was "XYZ" oontractor, 
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can't open a business tarorrow and be in business again after being 

disqualified. 

The next p:>int is, and I think Mr. Florio touched on this, we 

are dealing, right now, under a very aootional climate. School 

districts are being forced to act to inspect their buildings with very 

little guidance and help fran regulatory agencies as to how that should 

be accooplished. When you tell a group of parents that they have 

asbestos in their building, they panic am they deman:i it be taken out. 

I have a school district, right now, that has just authorized 

us to spend two and one-half million dollars of their Baley - above my 
objection, above the State Health Deparbnent' s review, above NIOSH' s 

review, above EPA' s review, aoo above Mount Sinai's review of the 

building -- on asbestos that is sound and well-maintained. They have a 

trained custodial staff, out the parents have panicked and are 
demanding that it be renoved. 

I think a critical part of any policy should be an 

educational program for the general public, to inform them, "Yes, 

asbestos is a hazard; it is a hazard if it is airoorne; but, not all 
forms of asbestos are a problem." There is asbestos in the shingles oo 

the roofs of our hanes, but in that fonn it is not really a problem 

until a fire occurs. 

So, we need sane assistance in order to calm the panic, and 

in order to deal fran a nore rational decision-making base. 

The State has proposed a mininun specification. I applaud 

the fact that they have tightened that up, considerably. I \10116 ask 

them to go a step further and tum that specification into law. As 

Mr. Florio pointed out, EPA and OSHA will readily admit that their 

regulations are grossly inadequate. Right now, we are operating under 

a specification program where, if a contractor is doing sanething 

wrQBJ he is not necessarily breaking the law, am it becanes a contract 

dispute: How good is good; how bad is bad? If he is thrown ·off a job, 

there is an injunction, or sanething occurs; tne job does not go forth; 

and school does oot open. 

We need assistance fran the State. 'Ibey should make that 

minimum State spec a regulation, so that if there is a violation of a 
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building code and if a oontractor is doing sane~ing that does not meet 

the spec, he has now broken a law. He can be fined a00 he can be taken 

off the job through a normal stq>-work order, issued through the 

buildiB3 inspector process. 

My last major point is that ~ have included a program for 

training workers. That is absolutely essential. I have sane 

reservations, however, in that you have to remember the educational 

level of many of the people who are the laborers invol vect with 

asbestos. I would propose that you oonsider a three-step 

certification system for asbestos: A certified foreman must be on the 

job site every day, oontinuously, during the operation of the project. 

That foreman must go through an extensive program of first aid training 

procedures, law, oontracts, personnel protection, and everything that 

is necessary to be a foreman on a project. 

There should be a second level of individuals who are trained 

and certified to set up critical envirorunental barriers, negative 

pressure systems, d~oontamination dlambers, a00 all the environmental 

constraints that go along with these projects. 

There should be a thlrd level of worker that needs to be 

trained, relatively simplistically, in how to protect him.self. That is 

all these people are going to be able to grasp. They are oot going to 

understand what happens when . the yellow 1 ight goes on when they are in 

a negative pressure system. 'Ibey are not going to be able to 

understarrl how a negative pressure system works. 

These are the people who are hired by a contractor the night 

before, a oontractor who walks into a bar ard asks, "Does anybody want 

to go to l«>rk taoorrow at $18 an hour?" and everybody raises their 

hands. These people have no understandiB3 of what a respirator is, how 

it should be used, or how to decontaminate themselves. 'Ibey really do 

not have the mental capacity to leam mudl bey()Dj that. 'Ibey are the 

peq>le who are brought in on a project after all the enviroomental 

systems are set up and who do nothing but scrape asbestos off a ceiling 

and put it in bags. That is the ultimate objective for them. They are 

not going to sit through a 32-hour course a~ understarXI any of it. 
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The ultimate objective for these people would be to train 

them in how to wear the respirator; hOt\7 to protect themselves; aoo how 

to know it is wrong when a contractor tells them - and this happened 

this sumner - "I am out of filters for your respirator, but don't 

worry, roll up sane paper towels, p:1t them into the cartridge, and that 

will filter out the asbestos materials." That is documented in reports 

we gave to the Health Department. 

So, rather than askiD:J everyone to go through a 32-hour 

training program, you should consider the type of work the individuals 

will be doiBJ a00 their mental capacity to actually understarrl what 

they are being trained in. 

I have soor: other ccmnents in my written portion, whidl I 

will simply subnit for the record. The one thing I would like to state 

is, public hearings are very good for giving input on concepts of 

regulations an overview on how things should be done, and on sane 

problem areas. However, we are into a very technical field, mudl of 

which has just been pointed out. The research hasn't even been done on 

this. Scientists are still debatirg it. 

The Report gives a lot of technical infonnation. In it, they 

are setting levels, an:i they are settirg a lot of parameters - a lot 

of tedmical things that I believe have to be debated. I believe the 

Governor had a provision for members of private industry to serve, or 

give advice to this panel, when it was being developed. I ;personally 

was taken by the shoulder of my jacket am led fran the rCx:Jn when I 

tried to give sane input. I requested, several times, to be able to 

give input, or to serve on the board. 

I think a group should be put together, a group which 

consists of testing finns, consulting finns, architects, engineers, 

contractors, suppliers of materials - the peq>le who deal with it on a 

day-tcrday basis. Yoo have consultir¥J firms in this roan. we are out 

there every day on those job sites. We see what is going on. we are 

aware of how ~ of the things are going to be very difficult to 

implement. These are oot things I can give you testinony on, and which 

you can take back to saneone. These are areas where we have to sit 

do.tm across the table and kick back and forth. I think that is going 
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to be essential in order to cane up with a policy that is defensible in 

court. And, so mudl of this is goir¥J to be- Asbestos is going to be 

the number one, most litigated subject in this oountry's history, fran 

what they are saying. 

If you have an arbitrarily set level for a post test you 

can't deferX1 in court, then you haven't really accaoplished very much. 
I, obviously, would be willing to serve oo that panel. However, there 

are many qualified firms out there. I would be ioore than willing to 

say: "Here is a representative fran the CXXlsulting/testing aspect; let 

the architects put forth a representative; and, get a group of people 
together who can respond to this kind of a debate." 

I thank you, and I am nore than willing to answer any 
questions you may have. 

ASSEMBLYMAN R.X:CO: Brian, thank you very much. Since you 
are in our legislative district -- in District 6 -- I can assure you 

that Jeff Land, my legislative aide, and I will be in touch with yoo in 

regard to this topic. Obviously, you have had a lot of experience in 

this area and we will hopefully take advantage of sane of your 

experience as we put together legislation, because ultimately 

legislation is going to be the only Wa!f to fly. I am not one who 

believes nuch in the Administrative Code, sinply because legislators 

have lost the legislative oversight ability we had over bureaucrats. 
That no longer exists, and I am not a::rnfortable with any Administrative 

Code. I want to see this put into a legislative package, arxl then uove 

fran that point on. 

MR. BRAMELL: That will make my work a lot easier because I 
won't be threatened with a suit everytime I shut a oontractor down. I 

can say, "Look, you have broken the law; here is what the law says." 

ASSEMBLYMAN RX:OO: We will definitely be in touch with you. 

Make sure Jeff has your card. 

MR. BRAMELL: My name, address, and telephone number are all 

in my testinony. I will give you my card also. 

ASS™BLYMAN RXOO: '!hank you. 

Doctor Peter Frasca. Is he here? (no response) Dr. Frasca 

is not here. 
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Okay. How about .David Lummis, or saneone fran the firm he 

represents. David? 

~VID N. UMIIS: A lot of the information I planned on talking about 

in this testiloony has already been . nentiooed. But, as an ardlitect, I 

will try to give my own point of view. 

Again, my name is. David Lunmis, I am an ardli tect with Kolbe 

aoo Poponi, architects and planners of Cherry Hill, New Jersey. I have 

been associated with the firm since 1979, and I have been registered 

since 1982. 

This past August, I attended a two-day synqx>sit.ml on Asbestos 

Project Management in Washington, D.C., whidl · was sponsored by the 

National Association of Asbestos Abatement Contractors. It dealt with 

all aspects of the dangers, a00 the necessary corrective action for the 

asbestos problem. 

We have prepared plans aoo specs, arx1 administered contract 

documents for four projects so far. 'lbese include the carrrlen Hane for 

Children, Lower Alloways Creek Township Elementary School, Penns Grove 

Schools, and the Canrlen County Vocational and Technical Schools -

whidl have not yet gone out to bid. we have also prepared plans and 

specifications for asbestos rerroval work at the U.S. Naval Reserve 

Center in Poughkeepsie, New York, but we were not involved with the 

contract administration for that job. 

For our four New .Jersey-located projects, we have prepared 

specifications, based on the New Jersey Minimal Specifications for 

Asbestos Renova!. However, with each one we do, we feel there is a 

need for greater public and asbestos-renoval worker protection, arxi we 

revise our specifications accordingly. 

The minil'(lal specifications airrently require ex>ncentration of 

asbestos f ioers, after the final cleanup, not to exceed 0. 1 fibers per 

cubic centimeter, based on a 240-liter air sanple. 

Fran information I have received, and read about, the 

Asbestos Abatement Industry currently recarmends a level of 0.01 fibers 

per cubic centimeter, based on a 960-li ter air sample. Levels far 

belCM this would be hard to obtain, even 'oj a cnnpetent oontractor, 

because there are asbestos fibers in the air all arouoo us Just fran 
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everyday exposure. For instance, the tile floor here (indicating 

floor) contains asbestos. It is not friable; therefore, it is legal 

and it is still being manufactured. 'Ibey don't call it asbestos 

anyioore. But, it is all aroum us. If yoo go out in the air, it is 

all around us. 

Levels far below the 0.01 would be hard to obtain, am they 

do not· necessarily create greater p..iblic safety. 

A recent change in minimal specifications permits the testing 

laboratory to be hired by the contractor. I do not understand this 

reasoning, but I believe it is a definite conflict of interest, as the 

_ testing laboratory must protect the owner's interest by making certain 

that the contractor does not expose tne environment or the workers to 

higher levels of asbestos fibers than are specified. 

All asbestos-renoval work that has been bid, has been awarded 

to the low-bidder. And, as was just mentioned, that' s the way the 

public work systan is. So far, we have been fortunate that all of our 

contractors did a good job. But now that asbestos renoval has becane 

such a booming business, m)re an:l m)re contractors are getting involved 

with this type of work. In public work, where the contract nust be 

awarded to the low-bidder, aM in private work, where the owners are 

attracted to the idea of saving noney, the basis for awarding the 

contract is not necessarily based on the canpetency of the contractor. 

Performing an asbestos-renoval job with an incanpetent contractor often 

poses 11Dre of an exposure problem than if no work were done at all. 

The prequalif ication of ex>ntractors nust be studied thoroughly so that 

incanpetent contractors are weeded out; or owners in public work must 

be able to accept the bid of a canpetent contractor, even though he is 

not the low-bidder. 

Asbestos-reooval work performed in schools over this past 

sunmer throughout the State received mudl attention fran the media. 

'!he general impression of this coverage was that the asbestos renoval 

work was sloppily done arx:1 would create an exposure problan to the 

children, forcing the schools to delay their c.pening. our project for 

the Penns Grove Schools this past sunmer was listed as one of the 

projects which did not receive final approval fran the Department of 
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Education. '!his created a lot of concern on the part of the parents in 

the school district, even though the work had been canpleted with final 

air-testing results showing fiber concentrations far below the 

specified levels. In other words, we were clean. The problem was that 

the Department of Education was so backed up with otner projects, also 

requiring inspection, that many schools did not get their final 

approvals in time. The Iredia focused on these few cases where the work 

was done improperly am they failed to clarify that these problems did 

not apply to all the schools oo that list. While it is proven that 

asbestos exposure is a serious healtn prOblem, the media magnified the 
problein, creating unwarranted p.iblic anxiety. 

I will conclude my written statement b'j saying the. asbestos 

problem is a serious heal th hazard because there is oo apparent safe 

exposure limit. The industry has the knowledge aoo the means to rennve 

the threat where it is found, but it will never be totally eliminatea. 

It is necessary to either rennve the asbestos or otherwise contain the 

release of fibers so that the exposure and its related health problems 

are minimized. The minimal specifications should be reviewed and 

changed, where necessary, as oore arXi nore asbestos rennval projects 
. ~ 

are performed arx:l the bugs are worked out of each. Renoval techniques 

and equipnent are constantly being inproved and this should be 

reflected in the specifications. 
Basically, that is what we are here for today ~ to kind of 

review all of this. I hope that things are changed so we are relieved 

of this problem. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROCOO: Thank you very much, David. Please make 

sure we have your written testimony for the record. We appreciate your 

giving of your tine today to present that testinony to us. 

Is Norman Cohn here? (not present) 

Is Eileen Kirlin fran CWA here? (not present) They said 

they weren't going to be here. 

Is there anyone else who would like to testify today? 

BILL ~= (fran audience) lbssnagel. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KX:CO: Do you want to cane forward please. 

MR. RO&""NAGEL: I had written: I thought I might be on the 

list. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN R:>COO: Okay. Your name is not on the list, but 

that is no problem. Just make sure that we have copies of your 

testimony. When you get to the mike, just read into the record your 

name and who yoo represent. 

MR. RJSSNAGEL: John, I Would love to have you look at this 

as I go through it. 

ASSF,MBLYMAN R:>Coo: Okay. 

MR. ROSSNAGEL: How mudl tine do I have? 

ASSEMBLYMAN R:>COO: As Illlch time as you need to get your 

point across, I guess. 

MR. K>SSNAGEL: My name is Bill Rossnagel. I am President of 

Rossnagel and Associates in Medford, New Jersey. I live in Cherry 

Hill. Mr. Rocco, you and I last net on the battlegrounds of Pop Warner 

football with our sons. 

ASSEMBLYMAN RXXl): Okay. 

MR. IDSSNAGEL: I am going to go through this handout today. 

We have provided you a copy so that you can follow along. I am in the 

position where I want to tell you both sides of the asbestos problem. 

I tell it to you as the test engineer who did the testing on the faoous 

Howell Township schools that was mentioned earlier. We have been in 

the business of testing asbestos for 14 years. I go back 25 years. 

It has been associated with. problems, in the air work I did in the 

aero.space industry. 

I ask that those in the audience and on the Board please hear 

me very carefully because I will prd::>ably give the Il'OSt candid talk 

that yoo are ever going to hear on asbestos. I really need three hours 

for this, but, of oourse, I am going to cut it down to 10 or 15 

minutes. 

My main point is that there are three basic related diseases 

fran asbestos, fran lung cancer to the dreaded arXi al.Joost fatal 

mesotheliana. And yes, 2,000 peq>le - 800 alnost all men -- are going 

to die this year and every year for the rest of this century due to the 

horrible exposures that they had back in the 1920s, 1930s, 1940s, 

1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. Arx3 sare of us in the business knav it is 

still happening in the 1980s. 
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What I am asking you to do here today is to really try to 

hear my message, and that is, we must be able to separate the causes 

and the results of the horrible asbestos exposure that these men -- 98% 

of them are men - received. The horror stories are terrible. You 

have seen them on television. The ladies who washed their clothes got 

it. Even a hairdresser for wanen who worked in asbestos plants died of 

the dreaded nesothel iana. I have shaken the harXis of two nen who had 

mesotheliana wtx> later died. I know a third who isn't going to make it 
till Christmas. '!his makes it a very special tragedy personally to 

those of us wno are in the business. I would like to also add that 

every item Brian, as the head of another testing and consulting firm, 

nentioned oefore, I agree with each am every one that he listed -
and I endorse them. 

we have heard about the horror stories arxi the cover-up 

stories. Real quickly, in 1898 the first lady ever appointed to the 

British Inspection of Factories Office pointed out that there was a 

horrible problem with the breathing fatalities of men who worked in 

asbestos plants. That is one of 3U-rninute audiovisual slide shows that 

I am in the process of selling to public broadcasting systens. 

Beginning in 1970, we hoo our "Earth Day," arx'.i then by 1972 

OSHA was going after the first three big contaminants, one of which was 

asbestos. Mr. Burke mentioned Howell Township before. That is true. 

We did the testing; we helped make the decisions on that. Even though 

the airborne levels were only one thirct of the then-allowable-limit for 
industrial exposure, I made the decision to reirove the asbestos fran 

the four Howell Township schools. The New Jersey Health uepartnent at 

that time did not make the decision; they didn't have the capability of 

making it. They do now, but they didn't back then. 

I would like to go <::Ner a ex>uple of points. I must also add 

that Mr. Burke said nore data was needed arXi that the State hoo very 

little data on the testing of asbestos in hanes. Well, they should ask 

Rossnagel and Associates because we have tested over 200 homes. I was 

one of 18 men requested to go to the EPA hearings on May 7th in 

Washington D.C. aoo talk about that. Part of the results about that 

are going to be in the handout I gave you today. 
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This is one of the classic problems; the State agency - I 

will speak more about that and this Asbestos Policy Coomi ttee -

doesn't use the consultants that are available. 

I would like to point out that the high percentage of deaths, 

noted on the bottan of page two, rei:orted by the experts and doctors -

like Dr. Selikoff of Mt. Sinai Hospital -- can be 60%, but they apply 

to those nen in industry and the associated wanen. It is no nore 

applicable to apply those death rates to janitors, stuaents, ani staff 

in a school than it is to apply the unfortunate Marine Lebanon death 

rate to the Marines who are en duty in recruitiBJ stations arOUl'Xi the 

country. I p:>int out to you that I have often been accused of being 

against removal work. It is not true. In 1983, alone, my firm made 

the decision to remove $6 million worth of asbestos in Pennsylvania and 

New Jersey. 

I also p:>int out -- and this has been mentioned previously 

too by Brian -- that at least SU% of the asbestos removal work that is 

being done now doesn't need to be done. It is the result of a highly 

eirotional public. I have put in this paper that I gave you what you 

can do and what we can do to try to explain this to the public. '!bat 

is what I will talk aoout next. 

First of all, let's take a look at the percentage of lung 

deaths. This data comes fran the U.S. National Center for fiealth 

Statistics. I have shown, on page four, in this table that all the 

cancer deaths among men have been the sane or are goiBJ down, except 

for lung cancer. But I also show you, by this arrow at the right-hand 

comer, ( indicates on page) the total number of nen' s deaths due to 

asbestos, including the horrible 2 ,000 situations a year that have 

affected so many American families. Please realize that when we add 

all of these together, the total, including that 2,000 a year, CDneS 

out to be the cause of two percent of the deaths of American men due to 

lung disease. 'lllree percent of it is due to blood clots and 

miscellaneous i terns and 95% is due to SJOOking. This is medical data. 

All I have done is superimpose the Mt. Sinai asbestos death data on top 

of tne United States government death data. I have included, baCK on 

page three, that this turns out to be 71 out of every 100,000 male 
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deaths, and it jumped up in 1935, which was 15 to 20 years after the 

smoking increase in world War I. Arx1 similarly, the wanen's death rate 

for all lung diseases is 20 out of 100,000, about one third of the 

men's statistics. That started to peak in 1965, 15 to 20 years after 

the big increase in wanen's sooking in World war II. 

My point is th.at when · we consider all of the legal 

cases brought to date frcm-- Now there may be other pecple who are 

injured arxi are suffering, who naven't sued. Less than 24 people have 

sued to date, due to an asbestos claim that is related to schools. 

That isn't 24 per year; that is 24 in total. 

What I am saying, Mr • .Rocco, is that we have to find a word. 

Industry, tne doctors, aoo the pathologists have not done it. They 

have not been able to separate the horrible failure rate fran industry 

to a wholly different failure rate, much lower. And I should say death 

rate rather than failure rate; I didn't mean to imply a disrespectful 

term. The fact is that, in total, there are only less than 24 people 

who have used legal. action which claims that their illnesses or their 

deaths are due to an asbestos exposure in a school. Again, that 

doesn't mean we don't have to take it out. We made a decision for $6 

million of rem:>val in 1983. But again, I saw so much reroc>val that did 

not have to be done. 

Going to the bottan of page three again, I want to point out 

that the root of all of . these problems is the numbers that tne 

industrial hygienists, the doctors, arxi the engineers have usea. For 

instance, you have heard the two fibers per cc is the OSHA limit. It 

still is today, but you have to remember cc is three-eighths of an inch 

by three-eighths of an inch ·by three-eighths of an inch. we have to 

realize that you take that two fibers arxi multiply it by one million, 

and two by one million canes oot to be two thousand, per cc, when we 

make the correction. So we care out with the fact that it is the same 

as two million fibers per cubic ~ter. And you, sir, aoo everybody in 

this audience today is going to breathe fran three to nine cubic meters 

of air today. '!bat ~ans that the level could be fran six to eighteen 

million asbestos fibers. That is the industry level. we all knoN that 

New Jersey was a leader. o..ir State has been a leader in all types of 
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environmental controls which are tighter than other states. We had 0.1 

as the number. 

What I want you to realize now is that the State is pushing a 

number of 0.003 fibers per cc, whidl turns out to be three thousand 

fibers per cubic meter. 'Ibis means that you are going to breathe fran 

three thousarxl times three to three thousard times nine; in other 

~rds, nine thousand to twenty-seven thousand asbestos fibers. The 

problem is that everylx>dy talks about a nwnber of 0.003, aoo it makes 

the people in the back of the Board of Education meetings think that 

number is near zero. Even our new Asbestos Policy cannittee Reports 

- keep talking about a number of 0.003, and the whole public has the 

inpression that with this number, they can get all the asbestos out of 

the schools because it is so near zero. But you have to nultiply it bj 

one million, and then yoo have to multiply it by, fran three to nine 

cubic meters, a day. If you are a kid who shoots baskets in a ghetto 

street right next to the road, particularly in the canyons between 

three arx1 four high-rise buildings, like in Canden, Bayonne, and Jersey 

City, where we have gotten very high levels, or if you are a Jogger 

along the highway, your numbers are not nine thousand to twenty-seven 

thousand asbestos fibers; it could be fifty thousal'xl asbestos fibers. 

So, that is one of the things which we don't need nore data oo. We 

have plenty of data. This is what I have tried to shON in my handout. 

Please flip over to page five. I told the 12 men who were 

present for the Asbestos Policy Coomi ttee Report on Novent>er 5, at the 

hearing in Trenton, that they did a very poor job. It is incredible 

that the EPA calls me down arxi others - 18 people out of the country 

- to give testi.nnny in Washington, aoo then the State of New Jersey 

goes an:l puts together an Asbestos Policy Ccmnittee Report - and I 

have it fran inside information -- and they never consulted anytx>dy 

outside of the State agencies. Only three or four - four, I' 11 say -

of the 35 men who formed that ccmnittee have ever been suited up am 
inside an asbestos-contaminated area in an asbestos-renoval project. 

'!hat is akin to having people design an airplane who never even flew in 

one. What is especially bad, arx1 why I say they let their Governor 

down is-- I can remember sitting in my living room last December when 
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the Governor announced this !X)licy ccmnittee, and he told the men, who 

he put in charge of it, that he wanted them to consult with the 

asbestos rerroval contractors and the consultants and to integrate this 

whole thi03 anl <X11e out with a new Asbestos Policy Coomittee. It is 

incredible that the 35 men in that group didn't- Sane of the minority 

people on it - minority in quantity; I'm not connoti03 anythi03 else 

with the word minority -- repeatedly asked if other peq>le could be 

brought into this. Just as Brian mentioned, he would be willing to 

serve oo it. we have offered to be up there anl answer the questions. 

I listed on the later pages, pages six, seven, eight, nine, 

and ten, detailed major blunders, totaling 35 items, that are in that 

State Asbestos Policy Coomi ttee Report. There is one thing that gets 

me, and that is when saneone puts out a document that canes out six 

nonths late aoo then they put a September aate on it, when it is not 

available to the public until the middle of October. But that is only 

the beginning of what is wrong with this report. I am not goin~ to <;c 

through all of them here, but I have listed them all for you. 'Ibey 

depict the level of asbestos, whid1 is below what the 200 tests that my 

ca:rpany made in banes and parks. We did a major study right here in 

Cooper River Park. Mr. Rocco, you would be interested in that. We 

have a building in Cherry Hill; it is a six-story black wilding on 

Route 70. You probably know the one I mean. They ha::i a problen there 

because there was asbestos on the fifth and sixth floors. \men they 

went to renovate it for new tenants, arrl they fourxi asbestos in it, 

they had the contractors walk off the job. They couldn't lease it for 

over two years. It is owned by a big ·coopany in Boston. we did all 

the testing. 'Ibey lost other tenants because of the panic oo the upper 

two floors of the buildings. Arxi yes, they hcKI asbestos in plem.nn 

changers, and yes, they had a problem, and yes, we had to make sane 

recaunendations for rennval. In other cases it didn't have to be 

made. 

This is an example; this is what frustrates the hell out of 

me - when the State people say that they have no data. we have tested 

over 200 hanes. We have gone to court on it. The bottan line in our 

system is when you go to a:>urt. Why doesn't the Health Department in 
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New Jersey, the Asbestos Policy Ccmnittee, and the New Jersey 

Department of Environmental Protection feel like listening to a 
' 

professional engineer who has gone to oourt on asbestos, who has been 

involved with it in his own carpany for 14 years, am totally for 25 

years, and who gave testillDny in Washington? I am oot the ooly one. 

They dion't oontact anybody. I said.they let the Governor down because 

the Governor certainly pranised all of us that all these other inputs 

would be in. 

My pages six through ten are giving you my specific items. I 

would like to read every one of them. I am not going to do that 

because I think I would take too nuch time. But I sutmit and ask that 

the .Board please review eadl and every item that we have listed. 

I have listed, on page eleven, all the State's test 

requirements, and I put it into a matrix to make it easy to 

understand. I have two tx:x:>ks published on the check-list concept, arx:t 

this is what we do, so that when we serrl our men out to the field they 

have a sinplified ~ersion of what they do. That is what the State 

wanted on item eleven, except I put in "visual inspection." AnybOdy 

who works in this business knaws that the final visual inspectioo 

counts from 50% to 75% of your final accept decision on the rem::>val 

work. The State Policy canmittee Report was so inept that they never 

even included visual inspection. I did them a favor by putting it on 

here to try and overcane the blunder that they made by not listing 

visual inspection, which is 50% to 75% of the final accept/reject 

criteria, the remainder being the results of the air test. 

Then, on the following page, page twelve, I listed what would 

be the alternatives. 'Ibey are planning on using transmissioo electron 

microscopy. Less than - Mr. Rocco, these numbers are right - one 

thousandths of ooe percent of the air asbestos testing in this cx:>untry, 

done to date, has been done by transmissioo electroo micrq>scopy. It 

has never been to court. '!here is no government agency which has 

written and accepted a procedure for it, yet that is what the State of 

New Jersey wants to go to, when there are ooly two of those units in 

ccmnercial la00 in the State. Arx:i the State doesn't even have one. It 

is a terrible thing; they are picking a criteria for which the 
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equipnent isn't available. It is the :rrost oostly method. It has never 

been to court. I ask that you canpare page eleven with what the State 

wanted, remembering that we were kind by including the visual 

inspection that the'f left off. 

Page twelve is what we listed. We did go into sane scanning 

electroo microscope work - SEM. Dr. Frasca, who is going to testify, 

and I hq>e gets to do it, will talk to you nore about that. He is ooe 

of the leading men in the several states ar~ here. Many of the 

testing finns like mine who cannot afford that $250,000 instrument use 

his local finn right here in Cam:ien. What we are saying is "Let's use 

_ sane scanning electron microscope work with the lirni ted oondi tions that 

we have here." 

I nave also changed, on page twelve, in the upper right-hana 

corner, what the allowable limit would be. You have testi.nony of O. O 1 

fibers. I happened to have still put 0.05 in there. We can ooly meet 

these tighter numbers; we can never meet the State number of 0.003. 

'Ibey copied that fran the EPA ambient data, and never read my May 7th 

testi.nony because I said the EPA data must have cane fran a pristine 

locatioo in Yosemite National Park about five miles fran the nearest 

road. You can't get that m.unber; you can only meet 0.003 arrl it would 

have to rain for three days, and it would have to be in an area that 

was nowhere near streets, where 90% of all the airborne asbestos is 

caning fran - fran asbestos brake linings. So I ask that you, please, 

cxmpare these two. we would be glad to talk on it nore. 

On page thirteen, I have listed the fact that even New 

Jersey, with this latest Asbestos Policy Cannittee, has cane out with a 

number that sounds-- I am repeating partly what I said before, that 

0. 003 number, fibers per cc. The'f are proposing to use a method by 

transmission electron microsoopy; when you get all done, you divide by 

a number 30 or 33, which is an averaging effect that contributes a big 

error. Ridiculous. There is no sound basis. Saneone mentioned 

before, that to arbitrarily set criteria without technical 

justification, instead of picking it- I don't know who it was: 

administrators, attorneys, or whoever picked this thing. There is no 

technical backup for what they did. But again, that 0.003 number makes 
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it sound so small. It is one billionth. It makes the average wanan 

who is worried about her children in school think that the level of 

asbestos is so near zero, when it isn't. And I repeat again, that each 

of us, on an average, will breathe from 9,000 to 27,000 asbestos fibers 

today. 

I will continue on. I will only need five m:::>re minutes, if I 

may have it. I have included ~ full testi.Joony in the later pages. I 

have started into the secooo page two, fran the secorrl batch. I have 

listed here what the asbestos requirements are that are applied to 

industry am in the workplace. That was the first of the five points 

that I made. I then shCM the mathematics behind this number .which say 

that we are not breathing near zero asbestos fibers; we are breathing 

3,000 to 9,000. I show that in the picture here, which shows the small 

person or the person who is not too active, who breathes around three 

cubic meters of air a day. And then, sane of the bigger people with 

higher metabolism and other factors, or someone who jogs, can breathe 

Illlch m:::>re than even the nine cubic neters a day that we show. 'Ibis is 

what we do, when we multiply the fact that the number 3,UOO aoo fibers 

per cubic meter, whidl is a very, very low level-- I say it can't be 

met after a renoval project, and I am backing up what saneone else just 

previously said. 

On page five, I listed ~ secooo point. This is a lot like 

the point Congressman Florio made. Congressman Florio has been a 

speaker at my canpany's annual seminar. We have run the only regularly 

scheduled annual seminar on asbestos in the oountry. We have run it 

for 12 years, but the last four years we have been specializing in the 

asbestos, fiberglass, and fonnaldehyde problems. We point out here 

that the EPA certainly ducked it. I am sure with your school and 

administrative and State background, you know how the EPA required 

inspections of schools in June of 1983. By the way, we are still 

getting notified of aoout one a week that has not c:arplied ·with that 

June of 1983 requirement, and we are trying to help them. The point is 

that the EPA has ignored, in fighting with OSHA and NICEH, a lot of the 

phase-contrast data, the optical data that they could have used. They 

didn't have any of the criteria to tie in that requirement of the June, 

1983, inspection with other State agencies. 



I list on page 5-. 1, my canplaint about the EPA aoo their 

outdoor ambient air. They picked a level of outdoor ambient air: if 

you look on page 7, I have superimposed the average of our 0\7er 200 

ambient hane, park, parking lot, arXI shq;ping center asbestos level 

tests. If you ever want to know the asbestos levels oo a given day, 

50, 100, 150, 200, 250 feet.between the gas station arXI the Cherry Hill 

Mall, that is ooe of the locatioos that we oo the testing oo. 

When you lode here am see the EPA documents in black, we are 

saying that in the shaded areas, the levels of asbestos are ooe hundred 

times higher in the real world. Knowing sane inside names down there, 

I have tried for two-and-a-half years to find out where the EPA got 

their data. No one will tell me, whidl means, I think, that they 

realize it was in a very pristine location, and it shouldn't be the 

ambient level whidl the states act on, sudl as New Jersey acting on the 

number 0.003. New Jersey's required 0.003, in their new procedure, is 

after all the asbestos has been renoved. Yet, our testing in over 200 

hanes is an average of 0.0035. You might say there is not nudl 

difference, but rernemoer we are talkiD,3 averages. That is why we may 

have 0.01 or 0.02 or 0.04 as the level. We may be lucky if it rains, 

but if we are going to set a criteria for what the asbestos renoval is 

going to be after it is done in a school, we have to make that apply 

for all New Jersey schools,· am not one that is 300 feet fran the 

nearest roadway. 

Another thing that we -also have data on - and Bayonne High 

School is a typical example -- is after the asbestos was reiooved a00 we 

did testing. The testing was required by the State and EPA to be done 

within 48 hours: you can get the results back within 24 or 48 hours. 

Bayonne asked us to do the s~ test a nonth later, arXI we got higher 

numbers. Part of the errotionalism problem is that sane of the people 

thought the numbers were higher because it was a lousy asbestos renoval 

job. It wasn't true. We were higher for two reasons: One, because 

they had had five HEPA -- what we call high energy perfonnance 

absolutes, high efficiency performance absolutes - filters, the type 

of special extra-fine filter that is used to capture these asbestos 

fibers. Five of them were used in the building. '!hat building was so 
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much cleaner with those five units running in a six-weeks program; it 

covered the whole building. When they stopped using those uni ts and 

opened the windows, the asbestos levels fran the outside airborne 

street - that we all breathe - cane in. That was the reason for the 

higher numbers. 'Ibis is why we are approaching a level. New Jersey 

has gone below the level that is the ambient asbestos level in the 

State. 

I ask if you could please, sanehow, as busy as yoo are, find 

the time to go through this whole thing. 

Again, my third point is that the EPA h~ implied t.o all the 

- schools that if they rem::>ve the asbestos, the level will go to zero. 

The level does not go to zero. I have shown on page nine, that levels 

one, two, or three -- typically various higher-ambient levels of 

Bayonne or Jersey City schools up against the canyons of the high-rise 

orownstones - would be the highest level, number three ( irxlicating on 

page) and the others down. Then you have an up aoo down level while 

you are renoving the asbestos. But after the asbestos level is 

rem::>ved, it cioesn 't go to zero. So many school beards have spent 

hundreds of thousarxls and millions of dollars thinking that they are 

going to get rid of the asbestos. First of all, you can't get rid of 

it all. You can get rid of an awful lot of it, wt oot all of it. But 

the main thing is that the airborne asbestos level does not go back 

down to zero. It goes to a level of one, two, or three, which I have 

shown here (indicating on page), arxi that converts to around 9,000 to 

27,000 asbestos fibers ~ain. 

My fourth point is that the EPA - and I say this with sane 

reservation because I am talking about the Federal government's 

Environmental Protection Agency- I remember when they sent people up 

to my firm after the Howell Township school program in 1976 arx1 1977, 

~ we enlightened sane of their people in what the state-of-the-art 

was back in 1977. I saw the internal struggle already. '!hey right 

away were against phase contrast microscq>y; that is the type of 

microscope system that rosts $5,000 to $6,000. It is the kind that 

firms like mine can give fast results on. It doesn't count all of the 
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fibers below five microns, the micron being a millionth of a ~ter. 

But it counts, perhaps, 75%, to 85~, to 90% of thein, an3 has been used 

in court for over 25 years by each of the five government ~encies that 

I have listed on page 10. The EPA has cate arourxi an3 is USil'lJ that 

type of method now, along with others. 

Mr. Rocco, I watched a terrible bureaucratic infighting 

thing; when you got to know the technical nwnbers in it, it was 

sickenil'¥J to see the WQ¥ our intergovernmental rivalry was canirr:J out 

of Washington and the Research Triangle Institute. 

I also want to point out that the EPA has left people so 

confused because at one nonent they say, "One asbestos fiber can cause 

mesotheliana," the dreaded rnesotheliana that is al.Joost always fatal. 

'lllat is true. And any one oolon cancer germ that hi ts anyone of us in 

this roan here today can terribly affect our lives too. The EPA at the 

same time allowed a pneurnograph and a risk algori thrn, which allowed 12 

out of 16~, as a scoring system in whidl they would allON the asbestos 

to be there. That was a big conflict; it made it very difficult. Sane 

of us try to point out that asbestos is only a problem when it is 

airporne. When you have that cotton-candy kioo of a sprayed-on 

asbestos, in alnost every case it should e<:11e out, particularly where 

there is air JI0\7ement in front of it or the kids can get at it. 

The hard decisions are canirr:J up when we talk about the 

cementitious-type ceiling, the typical troweled-on or sprayed-on 

one-quarter to three-eighths of an indl thick, light brown, acoustical 

ceiling tile -- you might call it - sanetimes five to ten percent 

asbestos. I would rather have my children in a roan with 50% asbestos 

in it, the round-in, good-hardened type, than have them in a school 

with 5% asbestos where every tine the Cub Scouts meet on the second 

floor and jl.B'Op up and down, it vibrates it into the air or for whatever 

reason, it becanes airoorne. This is the type of problem we can help 

with; we can still resolve this if we can sanehow get ·the State 

Asbestos Policy Coomittee to look at the testinony, to really go 

through what was told to them on November 5th at that hearing. You 

have an exact copy; the only thirr:J that is changed between what I gave 

them and your oopy of my testinK>ny today is the cover, which is stating 

a different location. 



My fifth and fi~l point was that ~rtainly when the EPA 

required all of this school inspection work to be done by June of 1983, 

they should have at least had a copy of those documents sent to the 

State health and environmental agencies. They just ducked that whole 
issue. 

I have listed on the next am last page sare of the nine 
asbestos articles I have published and the titles of audiovisual tapes 

which we would make available, at no a:>st, to your cxmnittee, 
particularly the one on "Asbestos Part I - Asbestos: A Olronological 

History of This Health Problem" am the other, "Asbestos Part II -

Asbestos: Important Decisions to Be Made." Tne one on Part III gets 

deeply involved with testi03 methods. We would make any and all of 

this information available to you and your camnittee at no cost. 

I thank yoo for letti03 me talk a little too long. 
ASSEMBLYMAN K:XXD: That is all right. We certainly 

appreciate all your testinony. It is quite interesting. I will take 

what I consider to b:e-- If your data is ex:>rrect-- It is like the base 

of anything; if we are basi03 everythi03 on the wro03 number - 0.003 

as you have indicated, then everything else is kind of m:x>t because 

if that level can't be reached, then we have a significant problem up 

and down the line. That seems . to be your testinr>ny today, that the 

IOOSt significant thi03 that I- can tum to in our ccmnittee and with our 
aides is to find out what the data is, in terms of how others see it. 

I an sure that they just didn't pic:X the 0.05 out: there had ,to be sane 

reason for them selecting that. We have to find out what those reasons 

were. 
MR. ROSSNAGEL: I picked the 0.05 as the upper limit. Now 

remember, there may be sane special case. We have gotten a 0.003, but 

not on an average. our average of these many tests in over 200 hanes 

and parking lots canes down to 0. 0035. The average after asbestos 

reooval jobs is about 0.015 or 0.02. Now the reason I put 0.05 on page 

12 is when we are setti03 an accept/reject criteria, we don't set it as 

an average. If we had an average speed limit, we 'NC>uld have a hell of 

a tine every tine we got stq:>ped ~ a cop. 

ASSEMBLYMAN RJCCO: What is your figure after renoval·? 

0.015? 



MR. ROSSNAGEL: No. I am saying, on page 12, that I would 

recarmend-

ASSEMBLYMAN RJCCO: (interrupting) 

after renoval to be the number? 

MR. IOSSNAGEL: You nean an average? 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROCCO: An average. 

What do you find now 

MR. 103SNAGEL: 'Ihe average after renoval is 0.015 to 0.02. 

But just like a lot of people drown in an average of three feet of 

water, you can't set the accept/reject criteria at the average, which 

is the middle. That means 50% of them above that are goirXJ to fail. 

That is why I picked a number of 0.05 on page 12, in the upper 

right-harxl corner. 

ASSEMBLYMAN RJCCD: Yes, I have that ooted. 

MR. F«)SSNAGEL: We know fran looking at- That is one of the 

good things about this system. I don't nean to say that everything is 

wrong. But the requirement that they do the airborne tests arri get 

them done within 24 to 48 hours- ~ can tell. If people that are 

nonitoring- And again, I endorse what Brian said; good God, let's not 

have the asbestos renoval oontractor do the air nDni toring. '!hat is 

like havirXJ the wolf watdl the dlicken coop. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HX:a:>: Sure. 

MR. ROSSNAGEL: The buyer or the school or the factory wants 

to employ the air nonitoring finn as his en-site quality control. What 

we are sayirXJ is that we need to have a number that we can enforce. We 

can tell when a job is out of control. We can tell ~iately by the 

hign numbers we are getting durirXJ the renoval operation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KXXD: Ckay. All I am saying is you bring to 

our attention a very significant base problem, if 0 .003 is SOOlething 

that we can't really work with. I think that is sanething that we 

should do a lot rore work with, in tenns of gettir¥J researdl data. 

Secondly, are there other types of materials presently being 

used? We talk about tJ:ie asbestos pipe aoo sorre other things that you 

see as a hazard that are still being utilized in the building 

industry. 
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MR. ROSSNAGEL: Asbestos is still allowed to be installed 

today arrl taoorrow in anytning except sprayed-on building construction 

insulation applications. It is still the best insulator and the best 

chemical resistance arxi the best electrical resistant material. It is 

still needed in industry, in my opinion. Less than cne percent of the 

cars caning off the Detroit lines today have a non-asbestos brake 

material because it is so good at that. It is cheap, besides all other 

things. Those limits were against it use in construction. 

ASSEMBLYMAN RX:<X>: I guess my question is, are any hazardous 

materials presently being used? That might be a better question. 

MR. lOSSNAGEL: You mean other than asbestos? 

ASSEMBLYMAN RCX:CO: That utilize asbestos, that are still 

being produced. The question really is, have we put a stop to those 

things that are a hazard that utilize asbestos? 

MR. ROSSNAGEL: I don't know of any applications of asbestos 

that are hazardous. Certainly the Consumer Product Safety Commission 

was right three years ago to stop the use of it in women's hair 

dryers. That was certainly sooiething that slipped through the crack 

aB:l, should never have happened. Just two weeks ago, my a:upany ran the 

first seminar for brake-removal contractors because we see so many 

brake overhaul shops that don't know to wet it down, or don't know to 

get rid of- How many of us did brake overhauls when we workea in 

garages with the canpressed air blowing up the big cloud of dust? I 

did it for two years, working my way through college. 

So, there are applications when asbestos is being used where 

we still feel there are not full controls. There are refineries and 

there are utility boiler shops that have cne man in charge of repairing 

all the insulation, a00 many of them will not even wear a respirator. 

'!bat is a separate problem. I see oo application where it is being 

used as a hazard. '!he men who are doing it should be aware of the 

controls. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROCCO: I am not concerned about the personnel 

problem and this particular question at this point, as nuch as the 

future - the s~ as the disposal question that we had. In other 

words, what can we do to protect the future in tenns of this problem? 
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In terms of materials, you indicated at this point, you are not 

familiar with anything that you would consider to be extremely 

hazardous that is presently being utilized in the trades? 

MR. 103SNAGEL: You are not limiting this to organic 

dlemicals? You are talking about asbestos-related? 

ASSF.MBLYMAN RXXD: Asbestos-related. Anything that we 

should be aware of that p:>ses a problem to our health. 

MR. K>SSNAGEL: '!'he main one is- I was on the phone at 9:00 

this norning on it, and that is, OOHA does not require the enclosure 

with plastic arXi the HEPA filter. That is required on all school 

renovals. And again, New Jersey has been the leader oo it. But there 

is a major boiler utility operation goir¥J on today, last week, next 

week, which my <X111pany is noni toring. We are trying to get that major 

utility an:i its major New York engineering firm, woo is writing the 

specs for the New Jersey reIOOVal firm who hired us, to do the air 

roni toring. We are trying to get them to use the HEPA filter, and they 

don't even enclose it. There is a major gap right rx:JW in that the gocxJ 

requirements that have been made, that asbestos rennval contractors 

seal off the area, use disposable clothing, am have HEPA filters in 

schools does not apply in industry today. If yoo owned a factory, Mr. 

Rocco, you oould renove asbestos today, as long as you didn't get 

caught at it by a>HA caning because the wioo blew through your factory 

a lot and your airborne level_s were below that two' fiber limit -- which 

is so mudl higher than where the. school limit was. It is twenty times 

higher than what New Jersey's 0.01 limit was. 

A major gap is that in industry today, you, as a factory 

owner, could go in and rip asbestos oot and you don't have to 

pre-notify anybody unless yoo are taking out rore than 160 square feet 

or 260 lineal feet. So that is a major gap. Industry does oot have to 

meet the requirements that the school people have to do, under the 

present requirements. 

ASSEMBLY~ ROCCO: Okay. Thank you very much, Mr. 

Rossnagel. we will certainly use your data. Since you do live in the 

district, once again, if we can call on you as we start putting 

legislation together, I 1N0uld appreciate it. 

MR. RJSSNAGEL: '!hank you. 



ASS™BLYMAN RX:OO: '!bank you. Is there anyone else who 

wants to speak to the Carmittee am make a presentation on this topic? 

t«RWi <Ia: I am Norm Cohn. 

ASSEMBLYMAN RJCCO: Okay, Norman. We called you earlier, so 

we are glad yoo could make it. 

MR. CX>HN: It was an asbestos related issue which caused me 

to be 1ate, so I missed all the good things that Brian said am JOOSt of 

what Rossnagel said. But even though I didn't hear nudl, just let me 

pic:X up on sate of the highlights. 

It is my q>inion that nost of the push now is due to the 

_ mudl-talked-about problems with renoval during the sunmer - especially 

in the schools. I have not heard fran any of the media, and, quietly 

spoken of - even in the State Deparonent of Education's Facility and 

Planning Spaces - is the fact that of the schools that did not receive 

Certificates of Occupancy prior to the week of school opening - 200 

were listed in the newspapers -- nobody bothered to allow for the 

understaffed aoo overworked inspectors who were kept out on the road 

for weeks at a time before they could get their documentation back to 

tne facility. And, duril'XJ the week prior to school opening, when the 

men first started to cxxne in and drop off several weeks' worth of road 

work inspections, all of a sudden there were schools that na:i been 

inspected -- fran the preliminary inspections, through the work 

inspections, aoo down to the final inspections. All of a sudden, there 

was a block of inspection work dropped off. 

So, the original statistics concerning all the schools that 

were oot able to q>en because they were "so bad they couldn't open" -

that paperwork was sitting in briefcases, in the cars of those men who 

were oo the road. 

We happen to have two inspectors who live in this eoo of the 

State. '!hey were sent fran both ends of the State, and the guy who 

lived furthest away hcrJ to go to Sooth Jersey, aoo the guy who 1 i ved 

closer to South Jersey had to go to North Jersey. They literally lived 

out of their cars. 

Whatever it is worth, the swnaner inspection listing did not 

appear as ocrl as it actually was, at least in our estimation. And, I 
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am sure that if the dates that came in oo their inspections were 

actually looked at - by this time I Clll sure there is enough paperwork 

gathered on that data -- their inspections would show that it was not 

as bad. 

To jlJlll> into sanething Mr. R:>ssnagel brought out, he pointed 

out that five microns was the limit of his phase contrast microscope. 

The phase contrast microscope, which is an optical unit, has two 

limitations: The q>tics themselves, a00 a one-quarter wavelength of 

light. It is very scientific. You cannot see what the light fails to 

~ up to; and, a one-quarter wavelength of light is the limit of 

whatever would reflect, and that is put down at approximately O .025 

microns. 

So, if one starts getting fibers that are narrower than that 

figure, one is not goirg to be aole to see them, no matter how gCXXl an 

optical microscq>e he has. It just cannot be seen. 

The electron microscope is not restricted to that - and I am 

not pushing for the electron microscope. On the one hand, the electron 

microscope is at the same disadvantage as the phase contrast 

microscope is at when it sees a fiber: It hasn't the slightest idea of 
·' 

what kioo of a fiber it is either. Now, there are certain fibers that, 

by the way they are blilt, tell you they are not asbestos. One very 

praninent one, in IOOSt cases, is cellulose. Cellulose has a shape that 

none of the other fibers have. But, an asbestos fiber -- unless one 

sees actual criteria that is associated with that particular asbestos 

fiber -- looks like a pencil, a tree, or a straw, as we like to call 

it. It looks the sane way to the electron microscope as it does to the 

optical microscope. 

It needs a secooo facility to be able to tell what it is. 

Now that a fiber has been identified as oot just a particulate, it can 

be zapped with X-ray in order to see what its internal makeup is. What 

are the elements that make it up? Now that you see the elements, you 

can say, "Aha, that fiber was indeed asbestos." 

When NI03H put out their recannendatioo for a ?'lase oontrast 

versus electron microscope, they justified it strictly by econanics -

that the cost in those days was $25 to $60 to run a phase oontrast 
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analysis, and it was $250 to $400 or $500 to do the electron microscope 

analysis. 

On a per-sample basis, one didn't pay the men that llllch in 

those days. One sample taken was a!Joost a day's worth of all the labor 

me put in. 

A cxmnent made to the Canden College- What is it that is 

down there in Williamstown?· 

ASSEMBLYMAN KX:n): Canden County? 

MR. CDHN: canrlen County College -- there you have it. '!hey 

were getting ready to do their work, arrl they hid just about every one 

of their tests scheduled to go electron microscope. A canment, made by 

saneone sitting right next to the micr~hone, was: "The only thing you 

are going to get out of it is something better than twice the oost of 

the renoval job, because a little ioore than half of it is going to go 

toward paying for the analysis, and not for the rercoval itself." 

In a work area, you know you are goiD,3 to release asbestos 

fibers, if, indeed, there are asbestos fibers in the material. If 

there are asbestos fibers, it is telling; but a lot of the asbestos 

jobs were done in answer to sanebody' s push: "Aha, it is a oeil ing 

that looks like asbestos; therefore, it is asbestos; therefore, handle 

it as asbestos, whether it is asbestos or not." 

'!he cost to go inside a work area aoo take a look at the 

task- Saneone specified it. required a 48-hour period, but "run it an 

hour if you must," arXi there was a potential to overlca:l the cassette 

- and this is going back to the early days -- to the point where the 

laboratories were under the gun not to call them overloaded, whieh, oy 

procedural definition, was 20 fibers per field. Sanetimes you could 

see a gorgeous field sitting there with 60 or 70 fibers - they 

were just laid out al.IOOst like Indians, or like soldiers - versus a 

clunp of tnis u.:!SS. Tne new procedure by NIOSH, the 7400, is looking 

to alleviate this by saying, "If it is a clwnp you can't see, just call 

that field 1 0" - a magic 10. That way you can rove on to another 

field where you are rx>t looking for that. And, the specifications are 

continually copying -- to answer the question regarding what this time 

weighted average is -- to run it all day: "Pick two tests and run them 
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all day; get a time weighted average; take two or three tasks and do it 

for I this many minutes I I but take the teStS all day I 11 a00 then they 

don't match up. And, to ?-It them under an electron microscope and crld 

another S200 or S300 to today's prices, is just goil'l3 to- My taxes 

are going to go up; and I am not sure how many others are going to go 

up also, just to meet this; am what infonnation are we goirY3 to get? 

There was a ~nt made about the use of the HEPA filtration 

system. If we lock up the roan, as the State has put in their appendix 

for the drawing, it is not capable of allowing air to flow in - to 

make up air to flCM in. we nCM have a sealed space. If we put in this 

HEPA filter, l.Ulder ale specification there is rX> limit to it, so we let 

the air flCM back in on itself; we short-cycle it; arx:t allON it to 

literally wash the air. 

In another specification it tells yoo to send all filtered 

air ootside -- either ootside the spaces or outside the building 

itself. That literally puts that space in a vacuum because, again, if 

the ceiling is done "honestly and according to the specification" -

and I put that in quotes - no new air can care in; yoo send out 

sanewhere in the order of 1000 to 2000 cubic feet of air and you can't 

get 1000 or 2000 cubic feet of air in. 

Fortunately, nothing that has been worked on - and that is 

with exception - has been airtight; so, sane air leaks in. 

If, the State's drawing - as we have tried to get them to do 

many times - was to build an air valve, instecd of an air lock- .Arxl, 

I will take credit for that, back in the early days -- five, six, or 

seven years ago - I said, "Let it be an air valve, just so loBJ as the 

filter is working." This was in the days of the wooden and the tin t:X>x 

filters, not the nice steel ones that are caning out nON, or the 

gorgeous plywcx:>d ones that are caning out fran sane of the a:mpanies. 

But, if you hcd the air valve, whatever the count of the air was 

outside -- which is always the makeup air - it oould now wash in 

through the decontamination chamber arrl continually push back, inside 

the work area, whatever the iren might be bringing out -- and, I use the 

men just as a reference because there are several contractors now who 

are using both sexes within their forces. It would wash back fran the 
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de~tanination dlanber into that work area and allow the HEPA filter 

to get another crack at grabbing whatever fibers are loosening. 

There was a push, a couple of years ago, to have a 

requirement for HEPA filtration, per job. We have ate cx:>ntractor, also 

in the district, who is a leader in pushing for changing the air four 

times in a warehouse; therefore, changing the air four times in the 

work area. Every fifteen minutes you would take out the volume that 

was in there. Unfortunately, not too many of the contractors who are 

now using their HEPA filters understand the way the air flows, and they 

would just meet the requirement by havir¥J so many filters to haoole so 

nuch volume of space. 'Ibey take it in the door, put it through the 

.: filter, make sure there is a negative pressure,· arrl the other erxt of 

the roan, where the work is going on, never gets a chance at this air 

flow. Those fibers hit the floor alXl must be filtered up; or, they 

ID.Jst finally migrate back toward the· filter; or, they nust wait until 

everything is cleaned. Just the novement of the men in the clean area 

then ·gets· ~ of these fibers to migrate back,· to be trapped in the 

filter. 

.The State· specification picked up the need for 

HEPA filtration. · It also picked up the need for instantaneous re~out, 

which, again, back in the days when UCA and Bedford developed it -

again, with Federal noneys -- would tell you whether or not there were 

fibers, and not just oount the particulate. And, like any maehine, you 

can fool it sanetirnes. If you throw too many particles in, they may 

line up once in a while a00 it will count them as a fiber. On the 

other hand, if too many fibers cane by, in order to protect itself it 

will say, "Woops, there are too many," a00 it will shut itself down for 

a nanent. 

But, when you ex>rrelate that GCA fan -- the Fibrous Aerosol 

Monitor - with the optical microscope, yoo will fim a very close 

ex>rrelation well within that magnitude, as ~ssnagel brought out, and 

this is on the spot. While you are sitting there yoo. can watch these 

counts go up if there are any fibers for it to pick up. It is also 

selective in its fiber size. So, whereas a five-micron-sized fiber has 

been limited, an engineering fact is that if it is too small, you might 
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not be able to see it ~ain; aoo if it is too large you won't nave to 

worry about it because it will be heavy enough not to fly, arrl that 

will get picked up individually. '!be Fibrous Aerosol Monitor has a 

requirement whim says, "rignt at the spot" - at the chant>er, at any 

other location, out in the middle of the facility in the clean area, 

even inside the work area - in order to see what the counts in there 

are, so that procedure can be manged at that point. 

Another point that was raised was, wtX> hires the tester? 

When the first State minimum specification came out, it applied the 

requirement for the testiD3 to the contractor, because the contractors 

were doing their own testing. When that minimum specification came out 

officially, there was one change made to it - one major dlange. That 

major change was to say that the testing facility - an independent 

testiD3 facility - will be hired by the buildiD3 owner. A year later, 

there was one line manged in that specification, and that put it back 

with the contractor, who would hire the testor. 

In conversation with the Department of Facilities, wnich 

didn't even knON the change was there, the then Asbestos Task Force, 

which was quietly sitting down waiting for a new mairman -- since Ian 

Mi tdlell was gone at the time, they couldn't get a group together, and 

there was no real push for it -- stated that there were too many 

ioonetary canplications with maki03 a contract in two different areas; 

it was 11Uch easier to leave it with the <X>ntractor, who would have the 

responsibility to hire the testor. 'Ihe word "independent" stayed with 

it, but it was still up to the contractor to hire an independent 

anpany, am if you go down through its listings, you will fir¥l half of 

the same people doing the removal. 

'!be 0.05 that was raised by Mr. Rossnagel - if yoo go back 

seven years ~o, or thereabouts, 0.05 was the limit we put oo the GCA; 

if we could have an average of 0. 05 at the eoo of a job, we would 

guarantee that the q>tical microscope would see 0.1, or less. And, the 

0.1 in those days was OSHA's aefinition of the medical requirenents of 

1910, 1001. It is not listed in the regulation as far as EPA is 

concerned, but in their documentation - whidl was then Document nuniler 

316, and which has since been manged to Doclllnent number 2.21 - as an 
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in-house letter, it has been stated that 0.1 fiber per cubic centimeter 

would be when action should be taken. At o. 1, you must give medical 

dlecks to the \«>rkers. At 2, which was still the regulation at the 

time, yoo hc.j to give respiratory protection to the workers. 

NI~H has also CXJDe a.it and said that since we c.X>n't knQ\7, it 

must be sanething as small as one fiber whidl will cause all of these 

problems. But, all of the regulations, and all of the statistics, and 

all of the noneys am grants that were spent to correlate all these 

diseases with asbestos were done at a time when we would have trouble 

seein:J eadl Qther because the air was so cloudy. Now we are talking 

about clear air situations where you may have that one . fj.ber, where -

with tnis 0.003 you may have the 3000,,going on up to the 30,000 ar¥l at 

least a 0.1 with the 100,000 fibers per a.Jbic meter. 

The researchers still don't have a correlatioo between what 

the old statistics were then, which were neant to protect the 

manufacturer/worker - the guy who was humped over a bucket all ciay, or 

a hopper* and it was grinding up this ·material and spewing out all 

of these fibers arrl particles up .into his face. This is who was 

.maimed. 

Bendix, in an argument regardiJY3 asbestos brakes, stated 

about three years ago that their line,, at that point, had turned CNer 

to where less than fifty percent of their asbestos brake shoes were 

caning out on the passenger car. '!here was less than fifty percent 

asbestos .located on the passenger car brakes. There was still sane 

heavy equipnent that had asbestos brakes. 

Statistics taken in those days oo the corners of New York -

Broadway and 42nd Streets, and sane of the major crossroads where 

braking was going on - showed that there was still less fiber count 

than when one was driving over new road oonstruction, were the 

traprock was being grow'W:l down by the dozers am the heavy equipnent, 

grinding out the fibrous material inside. And, if a:>sshagel has the 

statistics for that-

ASSEMBLYMAN RJCCO: So, you basically still disagree with 

0.003? 
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MR. CDBN: Well, 0.003 is a magic m.nber for the q>tical 

microscope, dependi~ upon Whidl setup you have, sudl as the operator 

finding one fiber. The procedure says we will look for one hundred 

fibers in the P.N. Cam 239 procedure. In the new procedure for 7400, 

the ~rator still has a l'llmber of 100, and this would give him a nice, 

easy nunt>er to average out hON many fibers there were per field, 

depending upon his field siZe. It would be in the order of 75,000 - a 

little bit less or a little bit m::>re -- or sanewhere between 60,000 and 

80,000 fields per filter. And, if he finds one fiber, so that his 

average would be 0.01 as he was readifl3 it, he would ccm= up with sane 

number like 0.003. But, the 0.01, that ooe fiber, could have been in 

the brand new material just caning out of the filter house, unused, and 

that could be subtracted. Now he finds a legitimate fiber, and that 

fiber makes no difference if he can identify it as cellulose or glass, 

·which is fairly cx:moon. If it looks like a fiber, if it is longer than 

five microns, it must be counted as a fiber, arrl you can't take it out 

by procedure. 

So, 0.003 is an unrealistic number. 'As soon as you open that 

window and they are cutting grass outside-

is. 

ASSFJIBLYMAN RJCOr. But, this is what the State's proposal 

MR. a>HN: 'Ihe 0.003? 

ASSEMBLYMAN HJCCO:. Yes. 

t-lR. COHN: The 0.05 ·that we have seen is a reasonable 

number. A contractor who can clean up a roan to 0.1 can have an 05. 

To get to a 0.003, he would- 'Ibis would be my recarnendation to him 

as a consultant: I would tell him, "You get, in your contract, the 

ability to lock up that roan, short-cycle your HEPA inside, am have it 

tested for the 0.003; and, as soon as he ~ned up the door, it would 

be less than that. 

ASSFJ-mLYMAN HJCOO: Well, if you were writing the State 

proposal, what would you recaunend? 

MR. CX>HN: The State prqx>sal? 

ASSEMBLYMAN RCXXD: Yes. 
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MR. CDHN: I would be willing to see an a.as. Now, 

Minnesota spend two years takiD3 outside statistics to see what the 

ambient was, and if the wind blows north ooe day, you get one thing; if 

the wioo blows south that day, yoo get sanethiB1 else. If it rained 

three to five days before that,· you may get very little to nothing for 

a couple of hours until the wioo canes back in over the mines and 

brings in nore fibers; or, if it is there, it will cxxre back in CNer 

the construction al'Xl briBJ in oore fibers. And, this is talkiBJ about 

legitimate asbestos fibers versus "fibers." 

ASSF,MSLYMAN RJCCX>: well, our purpose is to try to get 

information. in order to help the State deal _with this problem. so, if 

o.ao3 is unrealistic in the minds of s:> many consultants- Well, you 

alD Rossnagel, at least at this point, feel that it is unrealistic, and 

I want to know whether or not -we are embarking on the wrong course, and 

what research came up with the a. 003 figure, because there seems to be 

a lot of disagreement with that figure. 

·· MR. COffN: Many of the numbers that show up in 

specifications ana conversations, and that are obviously quoted 

throughout the media, have been oopy, copy,. a:>py, . seemingly with oo 

understandin:J as to what that number meant in the beginning. What was 

it sUWQSed to say? 

The full suit, iri argument - again through the Health 

Department -- with the epidemiologists, is an admission that the skin 

is a t>etter filter than rrost of the filters that can be made. Yet, all 

of a sudden, there is this full-suit requirement. A guy working with 

fiberglass has nore problems with not weariD] a coveriD] than sanebody 

working with asbestos does. Maybe it is because the glass is usually 

mudl larger in diameter than the asbestos is, am once it goes in you, 

you know it is there. But, the thing is, as long as there is a 

forceful, adequate decontamination, a man might as well be 

canfortable. '!here are tenperatures taken inside work spaces during 

the sunmertime that exceed 100 aegrees, for the simple reason that the 

sunlight ~s in, stops, changes fran light to heat, and has no place 

to go. It cooks the water alnost to the boiliBJ point, am the heat 

stress that is put on the workers inside is fantastic. 

New Jersey State UbfatY 
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If you sent a worker out to the shower every half hour, you 

will lose him the secooo or third t~ he goes through. Yoo have just 

plain washed him out. His energy has all been sent down the drain with 

his sweat. Yet, the contractor is goir~ to go in there to make his 

buck. 

The original requirement, for the contractor to be 

re$ponsible to educate -- and that should have been the term used 

his workers as to the danger, so they could make an honest judgment as 

to whether or not they wanted to keep working, was fine. But, there is 

a laboring mentality. On the one hand, there was an attenpt to make 

the oontractor responsible for this laboring mentality, but, on the 

other hand, it has drifted to the point now where that man is to be 

.. :.:. given 32 hours of education; whereas, now, he can sleep through the six 

-- hours of the State-mandated trainit¥J course - or he was able to sleep 

through the six-hour training oourse. It wasn't meant to teach him how 

to take off asbestos; it was meant to tell him what the dangers were. 

This was not presented to the Puerto Ricans who spoKe no 

English, nor to the Greeks who spoke no English, nor to the Poles who 

spoke oo English; it was oonducted so that the oontractor oould cxne in 

· arxi have so many men on record as having been there. He could now put 

them into a state job, and the men, not knowing what the dangers were, 

still haj to go on the job. Five minutes later, they were experts on 

noving that scraper and dropping that material, and one of the working 

foremen knew hON to get it off the ground, into the bags, arxi gone. 

ASSF.MBLYMAN R:XXD: Do you have anything additional to say? 

MR. CX>tlN: Yes, on the specs side: '!he need for the plastic 

in the schools, with a double layer of six mil on the floor, a single 

layer of four mil on the walls, arXi a six-mil cover over entranceways. 

'!he original intent for the six mil, in the days of oot knowing how the 

procedures were working, was to try to protect the floor, am possibly 

the spaces down below, fran any water or fibers tnat would go through, 

and the t\\10 mil sounded 1 ike the wey to go. 

The oontractor who knows what he is doing will end up p.Jtting 

three layers on, so that his first renoval will be just to take off 

that top layer and his gross. '!hen he will go through with a rough 
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cleaning and take his second layer off. Then, when he is getting ready 

for his final cleaning, he will finally strip the floor. 

In the old days the a:>ntractor used to wash that floor three, 

four, or five times. If yoo ever looked through the windows - as sane 

administrators did - you saw this "nut" in there, literally on the 

floor, looking for anything other than his reflection; and, you h~ a 

floor where you a:>uld bring in your lunch, drop it on the floor, lick 

it up, and not catdl anything but the food you dropped. 

But, today, with the oounting requirement, we have all this 

plastic; we have the roan sealed up and locked; and, the intent, or the 

- practical aspect of it, has been lost. What this ends up doing, even 

with the electrcn microscope input, is to just add to the cost, with no 

increase in safety for the "WOrker. nor for the b.lilding -- and if the 

bailding is protected, then the peq>le who visit the building are 

protected. And, these specifications don't really do that because of 

· . their cq:>y, cq>y • 

. .There .was a point .or, two, which lttOuld cane back to what has 

already been put through. I do believe this was put out with gOOCJ 

intentions. I agree with Mr. a:>ssnagel -- at least I heard part of his 

testinaly -. that there has been very little call for the expertise of 

anyone who is in this field. 

There are people here who have been in the business since it 

began, who do this today to make noney, or who push the facts because 

they "feel good" - it seems like the public, or the buildin:J owner, or 

the engineer, or the maintenance supervisor will W'xlerstand this, not 

because of the facts, but they will buy it because "it souncls good to 

them. n And, if what is being put into the specifications were looked 

at by sanebody who understood what the intent was, and what the 

engineering gain would be - again, for the safety of the three levels: 

the worker who is renoviBJ the asbestos; the worker who is in the 

building for the building owner; and, what I call a civilian who 

happens to coin= in arXi visit - then I believe that the specifications 

'WOUld be tighter, due to the fact that they give the oontractor a 

chance to do things in a WO!f that he will learn is a better way to do 

it, in order to get rid of the asbestos, and not just to do it for the 
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JOOney he can make fran it. It would oost less because he wouldn't have 

to go through taking all of the listea precautions which, in sane 

cases, don't even \\Qrk for him, but which sound good. 

We also of fer our services. We are available to cooe in. We 

are q:>inionated. We have gathered statistics. We have tried sane of 

these procedures ourselves by actually goiBJ in with the contractor, 

doing the \\Qrk with him in order to see how it feels and whether it 

works, arxJ catpariBJ it with the air sampling we have taken. There is 

agreement that there is a practical way to do it, and it does oot have 

to go to this copy, copy that has been in there. In this way, maybe 

New Jersey can again a::me back to being first. Rather than, "Boy, we 

have the tightest specification," maybe it could be, "We have Satlething 

that \\Qrks." 

ASS™BLYMAN RCX::CO: That is the bottan-line. Thank you very 

Itllch I Mr• Cohn• 

Is there anyone else who would like to testify? (affirmative 

reply) Will you give us your name. 

IOERI." ~IUK: My name is Robert Hasiuk. I would like to address you 

as a private citizen, and also as an enployee of Alternative Ways, 

Inc., here in Haddon Heights. My position there is Director of Field 

Services, but prior to 11\1 enployment at Alternative Ways I was a public 

school teacher in this State, for 13 years. 

I am used at Alternative Ways to give instruction in the 

State Certified Abatement Worker Training Program. We were the only 

private ooncern licensed, or authorized and certified by the State, to 

of fer that training. We are also currently training New Jersey 

building code inspectors for the Department of Camuni ty Affairs -

DC'A. We are giving a course in abatement work, so they are familiar 

with it, because, as you read through the preliminary report, the State 

is probably goir~ to use the OCA inspectors in sane way to implenent 

the inspection process, or the apprO'Val process, insofar as the 

abatement work is concerned. 

One of the things the buildings inspectors have brought to iey 

attention in our training programs is, we are addressing what is going 

to be done regarding asbestos in public buildings and in public 
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schools, e~ntially; and, the interim report seems to ~dress itself 

solely and essentially to that problem. Sate mention was made as to 

the possibility of their addressing private industry. In effect, the 

State is responsible to all of its citizens. 

Mr. R:>ssnagel brought out the fact that there are still areas 

which are not legislated, and which are not inspected for asbestos 

exposure. As an Assembly carmittee looking into areas where 

legislation can possibly be proposed because of the asbestos problem 

and how it relates to the people within this State, I would like to 

speak to .YOO as a private citizen in that respect, because I can sell 

Jiti house, but first I have to have a termite inspection. However, I 

can be loaded with c;isbestc:s in the basement, on the heatina pipes, ana 

on the heater, and, yet, nothing addresses what happeos in private 

banes, nor in the sale-or transfer of such. 

Similarly, in private buildings, what happens during the 

potential sale or transfer of such items? ~re is no liability for 

the ·a.mer; -he does not·· have ·to ·identify an ··asbestos hazard to the. next 

owner. 

The .building inspectors are.very o:moerned with.the fact that 

they have been approvi1"¥3 permits for renovation, denDlitim, etc., for 

many, many private facilities within their jurisdictioo, and no ooe has · 

necessarily identified whether or not there are going to be any 

asbestos materials disturbed and, therefore, create a possible health 

hazard to the people who are goi~ to occupy those buildings, or work 

within those buildings. 

Seoondly, as we see it, there are still a great many heating 

and air ex>nditioning firms that do CXJmercial work on large boilers and 

piping insulation that may be doing less than the required 160 square 

feet to 180 square feet center requirements, and no notification is 

beiDJ made. Yet, they may be larger than that. The normal school 

boiler - and I have done a lot of school surveys -- will go beyond 

that and a lot of these renovals are beiDJ done by canpanies that take 

no precautions whatsoever insofar as asbestos exposure to them.selves, 

the workers, or even the buildiDJ occupants is concerned. 
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so, I think, legislatively, your cannittee should also 

address these other areas, and similarly the construction of water 

systems that may oontain asbestos transi te pipe. These are areas that 

have not been lOOked at; they have not been legislated; and, they are 

areas in the p.tblic <hnain of great potential health hazard. 

I think the build~ng code inspectors themselves would liKe to 

see sane legislation which backs them up, so that there is sanething on 

the bcx>ks whidl says that insofar a$ permits for denolition or 

ren0\7ation are concerned, the contractors or the building owners have 

been certified, they have inspected for asbestos materials arX1 none 

will be disturbed, or that none are contained· in the buildings. I 

think· as far as the public danain is concerned, that is sanething your 

cannittee might consider looking into. 

ASSEMBLYMAN RCXCU: we will certainly look into that, 

especially by way of legislation. we will take a close look at that. 

I appreciate your ccmnents. '!hank you. 

Is there apyone else who would like to speak on the subject? 

Yes sir? Would yoo care forward, give your narre am tell us who you 

are representing. 

SAM SAHIEBS: My name is Sam Sanders. I am a private contractor and a 

general oontractor with Bentley _Contracting Coopany, Inc. , and we are 

located in Philadelphia. 

I am a citizen of ·the State of New Jersey. I am a resident 

of Canden County, in Pennsauken •. 

ASSF.MBLYMAN RJCCX>: I didn't understand you, sir. What was 

your last name? 

MR. SANDERS: I am Sam Sanders. 

ASS~YMAN ROCCX>: Sanders? Yoo don't need the address on 

that do you? (speaking to hearing reporter) 

HEARIN3 REPORI'ER: No. 

MR. SANDERS: I would like to cddress .this fran a 

contractor's standpoint, arxi also as a private citizen. Several people 

have pointed out here today that it seems as though nothing has been 

specified by the State in the legislative proposal aoo regulation of 

contractors to protect the general public, where public ouildings are 

concerned. 



The public building problem, to me, is just as great as the 

problem with saie of the schools arrl government facilities throughout 

the State, especially the older public buildings. 

One gentleman made the ccmnent that a contractor can care in, 

or the building owner can cane in, and actually do the rennval of 

asbestos without beiD;3 prequalified by the State, arXi without offering 

any protection to the general public as a whole. 

I think the Whole industry, especially where the asbestos 

problem is ooncemed, should be addressed. It should not just be 

addressed on the State government, municipal government, or school 

level. If you are going to oontrol and regulate the schools and make 

·sure all the government buildings are controlled arxi regulated, then 

make sure· the private sector is also controlled and regulated. What 

good would it be to regulate and control a school building, wnen the 

kids leave the school and they go over to "John's Pizza Shop" which has 

a pizza oven with an asbestos pipe on it? A contractor can ~ in and 

disturb that# when it is torn out, moved, or replaced, and there is oo 

regulation or c6ntrol whatsoever over that;. there was no protection 

offered to the general public· as a whole. It will accooplish oothing 

··· if you only regulate what is owned by the government. 

Also, to go back to the prequalif ication and training of 

enployees and contractors who are in the asbestos business, or who do 

the asbestos work and asbesto5 renoval, I would like to address one 

problem particularly: the cost of training aoo certifying these 

people. Who is going to pick up the cost of training these people? 

The contractor? '!be general public? If the contractor picks up the 

cost, then the general public is going to pick up the oost. we have to 

increase our cost in order to coopensate for this. There should be 

sanething done. State should have a supportive body, or legislation 

should be prq>05ed, to help, in a financial way, the contractor pay for 

the oost of training people for enployment, properly training them in 

the way to nandle the asoestos they will be dealing with in the renoval 

process. 

Also, the next problem is the state inspection system -- as 

Mr. Cohn stated earlier -- which was overloaded this year due to the 
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fact that they didn't have available personnel to cx:wer the State. I 

can foresee the sam= problem in the future. If the State does decide 

to pass sane kind of legislation to go into the private sector, are we 

goin,;J to have qualified aOO trained people to go aroum an1 inspect in 

order to make sure the procedures are being followed? Are they going 

to be protectiD3 the public? This is what I am ioore concerned with as 

a private citizen. ~at are we going to do with this legislation in 

order to make sure the general public is protected? This is one of the 

things I think should be looked at. 

ASSEMBLYMAN RCX:CO: Well, they are Sate of the things we will 

be working on by way of future legislation. 

MR. SANDERS: Now, fran a contractor's standpoint, as far as 

· -~ sane of the methods and procedures that are being used, as far as the 

·minimum standards aoo specifications prOfX>Sed by the State of New 

Jersey are ooncerned, and as far as sane of the specifications as 

written by sare of the engineeri03 consultiD,3 firn5 are concerned, the 

contractor - or the person who is actually doing the work - kno.vs 

more arXi better ways, in sane instances, to deal with the problem than 

saneone who writes them oo a piece of paper and then says, "Tnis is the 

· wey it .-must be done," because the contractor has the experience of 

being there, seeing, and knowing that he does oot have to vent the air 

through a direct source outside the building~ it "WOUld be better to 

short-cycle it and send it back to the dlamber so the machinery - the 

HEPA filters arXi the filtration system -- can eaten the fibers that are 

in the air. 

There is just so mudl waste in a lot of instances, where we 

are being mandated by specification to do sanething when we have, and 

we know of a better way to do it. sate consideration should be given 

to calling in ex>ntractors and getting their ~inia'l en w~s to set up 

the chambers, or ways to set up the work areas themselves. 

As Mr. Cohn pointed out earlier ooncerning the new prqx>sed 

amerX.tments to the specs dealing with the air dlamber, if you use that 

kind of system and seal off the chamber, there is no incaning air to 

flush or dlange the air in the roan. You have a totally locked-in 

system, and everything is "just there." The filter can't work 
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efficiently with no air cx:rning in. 'lbere nust be sane air circulation 

caning into that roan so that whatever is in the air can be pulled in 

and sucked in by that filter. It is useless to have the barriers 

placed so that air can't CClle in. Sure, the air lock system is fine as 

l<Xl9 as there is sane way the air can get in, b.lt not to allow the air 

to CClle into the roan am to hold everythiR3 in just makes the asbestos 

stay floating in the air. How can the filter work? It just 'WOl'l't. 

'!here are just a couple of other things. I could sit here 

for hours and hours, probably, and just talk about the various things I 

have seen. Sane of the things have been mandated due to the 

specifications fran engineers, and sane of the oonsulting firms that 

··have put in specifications as far as asbestos renoval is concerned. 

The way· they did it was totally ludicrous, insofar as sane of the 

. things we have to deal with, am sore of the problems we have to deal 

with, are concerned. 

They say, "put four mil plastic oo your walls." Once yoo are 

there,· you clean and leave -- you make your air nonitoring tests, etc. 

What is the purp::>se of putting the four mil plastic on the walls if you 

are going to q>en · .. the windows -- as the gentleman said earlier - and 

let the air right back into the roan? Half of what you triea to clean 

up and get rid of is going to blow right back through the wi~s. 

What is the purpose of it? It is just 9oi03 to be an additional cost 

to the contractor. The walls have to be wet-wiped and vacuumed. 

ASSF.MBLYMAN KXXU: well, as a contractor are you in contact 

with an engineer all the time? I mean, do you discuss these things 

with the engineeriR3 peq;>le? 

MR. SANDERS: Yes, we do discuss these points with various 

engineering peq;>le, but the engineering peq;>le say, "This is the 

minimwn specification; this is that the specs say you nust do." so, 
what choice do you have? 

ASSEMBLYMAN RJCCD: Well, of course, that is the reason for 

having these hearings arouni the State, so we get input, not only fran 

engineers but fran contractors also. If there are various ways which 

you perceive will help the situation, then that is the kina of 

information we need. 
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MR. SANDERS: Well, I will be nore than glad to sit down and 

write up any kioo of proposal or ways in which I think-

ASSEMBLYMAN K>COO: '!bat would be great. If you \\OUld do 

that, just give it to ne or to any member of our cannittee arxi we will 

make sure it gets into the reoord and is looked at as a a:>ncern. 

MR. SANDERS: I will definitely do that, sir. I thank you 

for the ~rtunity to ~ress the cannittee. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ~: '!bank you, Sam, I appreciate it. Yoo are 

the ooly oontractor we have had here today, and I think it is important 

to have your kioo of input. 

Is there anyone else who wishes to speak on the topic? (no 

response) If not, we will now conclude the hearing. 

(Beari.DJ OlnclOOed) 
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;'!I:. Cbaiman and members of the Committee, I am pleased to be with 
9ou 'Loday to discuss rf:i pe:rsi;ective on the f eder: al go'Vetnment" s 

·failure to respuid to the public health emergency created by recent 
discovexies of widesp:-ead asbestos contaaination in our schools and 
ptlbl ic buildings. · 

As you know, I cb.ai r the United States Bouse of Representatives 
Subcommittee vhicb has ove.rsigbt responsibility for the federal 
.EnvitoJlXBental Protection Agency's Asbestos-in-S~ools pro9r2111. Some 
"'eeks ago, before the Con9ress adjourne_d, I held a hearing on the 
statue of EPA 1 s efforts to cope with this 9rowin9 emr i~om.ental 
crisis. 

Unfortunately, the overwhelminq conclusion which calJle oul:. of that 
hearing was that the federal government's resp:> nae to asbestos b.azards 
bas been total.ly inadequate. 

As men.hers of the Committee are undoubtedly aware, t.he only 
existing federal asbestos ezposure standard was put out by tile 
Occupational Safety and Health A&linistration (OSBAJ ana is two fibers 
per milliliter. nie staneard bas been widely criticizeo and OSHA is 
currently considering proposals to tighten it up considerably. 
Between 1940 and 1980,, <Ner 27 million workers were exposed to 
asbestos. Mount Sinai researchers estinaate that from 1980 onvara. 
there will be''.·350,000 preaature deaths as a result of this exposure. 

I 

As for the pr-Oblen of asbestos in the schools, awareness of the 
current public health saergency -was prompted by an EPA rule iss1.1ed in 
1gQ1 which re:iuires all schools to insi:ect fox asbestos bazatds aru.l 
po st a public notl ce if t.hey are found. nae deadline for conapl iance 
vas June 1.983. It is estimated that 15 million school children and 
·1.4 million school enployees work in buildings contaminated by friable 
as be st OS Dil ti ODf i de. 

The EPA p:>ses the lll.timate "Catch 22• for school amilli.strators 
because the agency has never put out clear standards or adequate 
guidelines mncerning how to deal with this pressing environmental 
problen. !l!Jas • .school officials a re supposed to inspect without 
kn""1ing what they are looting fox, disclose the existence of a h.azara 
when and.if they find it, and abate the bazatd without moving how to 
do so. . 

School ilistxicts across the country are in .a total panic, without 
the ezpertise, resources or the funding to deal with the !X'Oblem.. EPA 
has not even initiatea a pcog;r an t.o ce:rtify contractors for I9ll0'7al 
wort.. n.e result is t.bat disreputable outfits may be getting in on 
this lucrative business aJld we have heard reports tnat asbestos 
materials r moved from the schools are being fl usbed down public 
toilets or hauled in plastic bags to municipal garbage dumps.. S".icb 
negligent disposal activities only make a bad situation worse. 

As for the issue of providing £anding for necesaary ranedial work, 
1n New Jersey alone, :for esample, it is estimated that it will cost 
~50-70 million to c:ompletely nbate the asbestos .bazar~ in ou.r sdlools. 
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This pa.st August~ Congre.ss attempted to provide some assistance to· 
local school districts by authorizing a $600 million loan progran for 
asbestos aba tenent efforts. But El'A anrl the A&inistration OpJDsed 
even these minimal efforts. In the hearing I held in Washington a f~ 
weets ago, the top EPA official in cbai:ge of the asbestos progran 
announced that the agency voold oppose funding for the lean progrsn in 
fiscal year 1986. ·. ~e agency attrnpt.ea to retract this startlinq 
a&li.ssion the next aay in a statment the llQOli.irigton ..fJlll descriMo as 
an effort to contain a •public relations nightmare." But the 
stat-anent did not promise to seek funding and said tbat the 
Administration had not yet made a decision on the iss12 .. 

11ihat is EPA' s rationale for opp>eing the loan progran? The agency 
clai:ns it would be wrOD9 to give school districts the illusion that 
they can get government help -- 1.mless local officials are fo.rce<l to 
bite ·the bullet and deal with the :problem totally on their own, ve may 
neve.r sol ire. it. ttiis iino of reasoning is sort of like refusing to 
give aid to underdeveloped countries on the 9rounds that it ii.ill· maJte 
them soft and unable to proceed on tbei :r wn. 

I am not satisfied with EPA's totally inadequate efforts to date 
to deal with this growing public biealtb emergency and I intelld to 

. pu.r.sue the issi.e when the Cbngre.ss returns this 3an&Jar:y- Legi.slation 
m6:'I ,:well .be needed .to force the federal govermnent to oo its job. 

In the meantime, Committees like this one in state legislatures 
across the oountry are being compelled to come to grips with the 
unfortunate reality th.at no relief may be in· sight at the federal 
level. · Unless the sta:tes act,. the current intolerable situation in 
our nation• s schools may well prevail indefinitely~ I commend your 
effo.rts to ensure that t.his important iroblen is given adequate 
attentioll at the state level and look forward to worting witb you in 
t.he months aheac. 
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On behalf of the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection, 

I would like to thank the Assembly Special Committee on Asbestos Hazards 

for this opportunity to testify on the problem of asbestos in public 

buildings. 

I have reviewed the Governor's Asbestos Policy Committee's Interim 

Report and fully support the recommendations made by the Committee for 

addressing asbestos hazards in New Jersey. Based on current scientific 
0. 

expertise, they have developed~practical and comprehensive strategy for the 

assessment and remediation of asbestos hazards in buildings. They have 

proposed an action guideline for asbestos in air which is far more stringent 

than the current Occu~ational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 

workplace standard. They have proposed significant revisions to the current 

0 minimum specifications for Asbestos Removal" and expansion of thE: "Ba.sic 

Asbestos Safety Training Course." They have also recommended addressing 

~he .probiem of exposure to asbestos in drinking water; currently there are 
, . ~-

-· 
no regulations in this area. I commend their efforts. 

Since 1976, when the discovery of asbestos in Howell Township schools 

was considered a significant potential health threat to children, the State 

of New Jersey has taken substantial steps to assess and develop solutions 

to the problem of public exposure to asbestos. Efforts by the State's 

Asbestos Task Forces have resulted in guidance documents and policy statement 

initiatives reflecting current and accepted opinions on asbestos management 

and control. By successfully petitioning the U.S. Environmental Protection 

r\f;L'il('\", ~L.''..~· Jer~.;;-;;y has Si~ni f icantly influenC('d national aSheStOS Control_ 

:~ .. - 1 ~ i, ~L·s i:~ tnv .1r~()S of ~)di i .. :i.n; Ll)IlStru~tin11 and removal from school 

buildings. In addition, many millions of dollars have been expended by 

the State and its municipalities to remove asbestos from schools and thereby 

reduce health hazards to children, a potentially sensitive population. In 
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parallel with the activities carried out by other state departments, the 

Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) is continuing to develop 

appropriate and effective strategies for minimizing environmental contamination 

and public exposure to environmental sources of asbestos. 

The Department of Environmental Protecti.on is primarily responsible 

for monitoring and regulating the occurrence of excessive asbestos contamination 

in various environmental media, primarily air, potable water supplies, and land. 

AIR 

Because the health hazards associated with the inhalation of asbestos 

fibers are well-defined, regulations controlling asbestos content in zir 

were promulgated early by the federal government. In 1973, a regulation under 

the Clean Air Act (U.S. CFR 40, Part 61, Subparts A and B) provided that 

no visible emission of asbestos would be permitted to the outside air from 

asbestos mills, various manufacturing and fabricating establishments csing 

asbestos, asbestos spraying operations, and friable asbestos-containing 

-· demolition and renovation sites. In 1976, the Federal Occupational Safety 

and Health Administration issued the current regulation for asbestos 

in workplace air with a standard of 2 fibers (over 5 microns in length) 

per cubic centimeter of air. In 1977, New Jersey DEP further regulated 

the release of asbestos to ambient air by promulgating Subchapter 17, Control 

of Prohibition of Air Pollution by Toxic Substances, which expressly prohibits 

the spraying of asbestos coatings or friable material containing in excess cf 

0.25 percent by weight of asbestos. 

soon be remedied when the state Department of Health acquires a transmission 

electron microscope; this equipment is considered essential for accurate and 
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representatives measurements. Informed policy decisions to protect public 
0." 

health requires that DEP establishAeffective air monitoring program. A 

literature search was conducted by the Office of Science and Research to 

evaluate the release of asbestos to ambient air in New Jersey from the use 

of brakes in light motor vehicles. It was determined that this single source 

category released between 200 and 300 kilograms of asbestos to the atmosphere 

during the year of the study. This signigicant quantity, generated by one of 

a number of potential souces, cletsly.indicates the need to establish an air 

monitoring network for asbestos in New Jersey. 

POTABLE WATER 

Although a positive correlation between the ingestion of asbestos fibers 

.and deleterious health effects has not yet been established, DEP contends that 

tile dangers from.inhalation are considerable enough to warrant a conservative 

ap~oach to the ingestion hazard. Consequently, the Department is focusing 

4lttentiort on asbestos in drinking water. 

- · . '•- .. In New Jersey, there are three possible sources for the occurrence of 

asbestos in drinking water. 1) Many public water supply pipes are made of 

cement reinforced with asbestos. The higher the acidity of the water, the 

greater the potential for erosion of these pipes and the subsequent leaching 

of asbestos into the water supply. 2) Northern New Jersey has extensive 

natural formation of asbestos-bearing rock. Naturally occurring fibers may 

work thetr way into the water supply. 3) Finally, asbestos fibers may reach 

potable water suplies from industrial sources and mismanaged wastes. New Jersey 

has, in the p:ist, h3rl .:rn cxtc:-:sive asbestos industr\'. 

asbestos levels in drinking water. EPA Region II conducted a 1981 study sampling 

56 public water supplies in New Jersey for the occurrence of asbestos and 

found levels ranging from zero fibers per liter to over 50 million fibers per 
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liter. DEP's Bureau of Potable Water is now conducting a survey of over 500 

public water purveyors to determine the &mo\lllt of asbestos/cement pipe used 

in New Jersey for delivering potable water. The Governor's Asbestos Policy 

Committee has recoJIDDended that asbestos/cement piping no longer be used to build 

new public water supply systems. 

DEP's Office of Science and Research is reviewing hazardous substances to be 

included for regulation under the new A-280 amendments to New Jersey's Safe 

Drinking Water Act. Asbestos is being considered as a possible candidate 

for regulation. 

WASTE DISPOSAL 

DEP's Division of Waste Management is responsible for regulating and enforcing 

the disposal of asbestos wastes. Twenty four landfills in New Jersey accept 

asbestos wastes which must be handled according to strict regulations. Currently, 

regulations for disposal of asbestos are in the. process of being amended with 

stricter controls for handling wastes. 

-· 
Assembly Bill 1820 has recently been signed by the overnor and concerns 

the application, removal, and encapsulation of asbestos. DEP's scientific 

expertise will assist in developing standards and regulations to properly enforce 

the Act. 

Aware of its historical widespread use, its pervasiveness in our environment, 

and the potential for serious health consequences, the New Jersey Department of 

Environmenal Protection will continue to identify, assess, and mitigate public 

exposure to asbestcs and :is°jestos-contaminated materials. Althougi-. :::..1;-:: i:~ 

health and welfare justify taking a cautious and prudent approach with a 

well-established hazardous substance. 
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l> 'I.be law requires that owners of public blildi.ngs, such as School Boards 
and State and local agencies, oonduct all contract work under bidding 
requireaents that restrict awards to the low qualified bidder. In the 
first place, it is my q>inion that the ralKMll of a known human carcinogen 
fnm blilclings which OOuse dlildren nine 11atths oot of. the year by a low 
bidder is ludicrous at best. Any State policy based oo the premise is 
&:m83 to failure. 

2 > If the btllding owners must award contracts to the low qualified bidder, 
we must determine what is rceant by, and how do we select a qualified firm. 
At present, the State prequalifies contractors under a limited number of 
paranet.ers. As I understand it, <in the past) in order to qualify a 
contractor must be able to dem:>nstrate that he/she has bonding, insuranc-e, 
a financial ·stat:enent, has a representative of the firm attend a one day 
seniMr conducted by the State, and is breathing at the time of 
ag;>lication. As such, no matter how bad a reputatioo a ccnt.ractor may have 
for acrrmpli.shiBJ projects, how bad a job ~ did on the last project in 
the sane School District, or how ridiculously low their bid is 1 that 
contractor can hold up his/her prequalif icatioo c-ertifcate and even get an 
.injunctioo against the project if his/her bid is not accepted. At present, 
under the new prequalificatioo prog:cam, aevera1 fims have been 
prequalified that have been thrown off of projects or are being sued by 
the State for inproper rerooval. At the very least, do not make 
prequalification by the State binding on other plblic agencies. 

3) In the past, there has been no mechanism for disbarring any cxmtractor 
fran this SR>roved list for any reason relative to their perfomance or 
ability to perform asbestos reDDVa1 adequately. This has left contractors, 
wtx> have denDnstrated time and time again total inability to adequately 
perform asbestos rerooval, the right to bid and be merded projects. 
Although I understand that this mechanism has now been pit into place and 
that the proadure is beginning to be utilized, I still see many lOO(iloles 
for adequately protecting building owners. aie mjor point is that a 
contractor disbarred as XYZ ccupany can literally q:>en for business the 
next day and receive prequalif ication as the ABC ccupany. Furthenoore, 
there will be great disagreeaent as to what rules were broken and haw bad 
is bad. 
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U As a result of rather extensive media coverage, tbe asbestos issue has 
beca •• a very EllDtional topic to say the least. 'l'be motional.ism, in 
conjunction with EPA' s requireaent to inspect schools, has forced great 
DDYement to rem:we asbestos as soon as possible. School District in 
particular are spending millions of dollars to renove soond asbestos 
materials. Many times this has occurred in a rushed and dangerous 
fashion. Ponm:>St in the state's policy shrul.d be a program to adequately 
infonn the public on the hazards and realities of the asbestos problem. 
Hysterical and aootional responses are not the forum for informed 
decision naki.ng. 

5 > Since the EPA' s requireuent to inspect and notify was not followed by 
adequate regulations regarding its abatenent and since both of the major 
regulatory agencies OSHA and EPA will admit that their regulations 
regarding asbestos abatenent are totally inadequate, asbestos abatarent is 
taking place in a giant void bet'Neen demand for its renoval, and 
awropriate and necessary regulations. As such, there is practically no 
enforcement power whatsoever to ensure these projects are accarplished in 
an appropriate and safe manner. 

~> ~ State has ·a mi.ninum specification for asbestos reooval which 
· traditiooally has fallen short of state of the art techniques. Even so, 

failure by a contractor to adequately conform to this mininun State 
specification in no way means that he/she has violated any laws. As such, 
there is very little enforcement power by the State of this mini.nun 
specification. Failure of the contractor to accxuplish the project in a 
safe manner is a violation of a contract and as such, becxlles a contract 
dispute. No laws are necessarily broken. With the new asbestos policy, a 
DDre stringent specification is proposed. lloliewer, unless this 
~fication is hacked.~ State legislation 'jifi It law, VIOl.at.Tciii =:::CDiitlDUe to be cxmt.ract Cllsputes diltb ~ entarc •t fCi!!l'. 

7) ~ing of 110rkers is essential. lbever, the.State D11St recognize the 
tiai"TeVel of many of theSe workers. we feel that a policy of three 

(3) levels of licenses based on job functioo is best. 'lbeae would be: 

a) An extensive training and certificatioo program of all job 
function, laws, etc. for job foreman and supervisors. A certified 
foreman woold be required at each job site, present all day, 
every day. 

b) An extensive training and certification for individuals 
responsible for setting up containnent systems, negative 
pressure, decontamination facilities, etc. 
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c> A detailed course on the hazards of asbestos, personal 
protection, respirator, decontamination, etc. for the labors who 
only reoove once the enviromnental safeguards are in place. 

8) Any program which allows a contractor to becaie certified to train his/her 
own people will surely fail. 'Ibis has never worked in the past. Many 
workers are hired the night before the job in a bar with no training. 

9l Calling for a certified industrial hygienist as part of the laboratory 
requirements seems like a good idea on the surface yet there are problems. _ 

· A. cm is just that a Certified Industrial Hygienist. They ·have a great 
. deal of training on a wide variety of industrial related hazards. However, 
I believe the typical training for a cm includes a ooe-half hwr lecture 
on asbestos and this is related to industrial hazards. We are talking 
school children and the general p:iblic. Certainly there are highly 
qualified people in the field who are not industrial hygienists. In fact, 
DDSt of the recognized authorities oo the subject of asbestos in the 
nation's hlildings are not ems. Would yoo preclude Dr. Silicoft fran 

. starting. a lal:Xlratory in New ·Jersey? Certainly there must be a nec:hanism 
for qualifying other experts. 

10 > Of major concern is .renovation and denDli tion · work. Unkmwningly, ·. ,_, 
thousands of workers and the p.lblic are being exposed bemn• no one 
knows the building being renovated or den:>lished had asbestos. l:t should 
be a requirnent in the State that no building permit be issued for major 
renovation or dsoolition until an asbestos survey has been conducted in 
the building. 

'lbese are just a few of the major points that effect the safety and health of 
those exposed to asbestos. However, there are nunerous other points that D1.1St 
be addressed with this report. 'lbese detailed debates do not lend thanselves 
to the p.lblic hea.ring/testirrony type of approach. I would suggest that a panel 
of experts in the field representing contractors, air DX>ni.toring firms, 
consultants, architects, eI¥Jineers, etc. be given the CJRX>rtuni ty to discuss 
and debate these detailed issues with the Asbestos Policy Ccmni.ttee. 

Brian L. Branell 
Alternative ways, Inc. 
Environnental Division 

November 14, 1984 

t ' • ' 



TESTIMONY FOR 
ASSEMBLY SPRCJAI COMM!TTEF O~ ASBESTOS HAZARDS 
HADDON HEIGHTS, NEW JEHSEY 
N 0 VE MP. EH 14 , J ~HM 

My name is David Lummis~ I am an architect with Kolbe and 
Poponi/Architects and Planners of Cherry Hill, New Jersey. 1 
have been associated wjth the firm sirice 1979 and have been a 
registered architect since 198~. Last August, I attended a two 
day symposium on Asbestos Project Management in Washin~ton, D.C. 
sponsored by the National Associ~tion of 'Asbestos Abatement Con
tractors which dealt with all aspects of the dangers and neces-
sary corrective action of the asbestos problem. We have prepared 
p 1 ans and spec i f i cat i on s and ad m l n i s t ere d the cons t r u c t i on con -
tract for four 141 projects. These include: The Camden Home fo1 
Children, Lower Alloways (:reek Township Elementary School, Penns 
Grove Schools and the Camden County Vocational and Technical 
S c h o o 1 s , w h i c h h a s n o i v ,_ · t r~ n n e o u t t o b i <l • W (' R ] s o p r e r><-ir· ,, <i p I :::-ni ~: 
an d s p e c i f 1 c a t 1 n n s f < > 1- a s r• P s t c > s r em n v a l w o r h a t t h e I · . :::-. . t-. 8 \' d l 
H e s (' r v f_-: < : ( , .n t P 1 l 11 ! - < ) u P, h h e f , 1 , ~: i ! , . I\ ~-· ~·. ·i ,. 1 r h • t 1 u 1 h r- · w P t · ' , 1 1 < i ~ ' i 1 \ 1 , ; \ ._ , , 

w i th t he conn· act a dm 1 n isl r 3 l 1 u 11 • () u r f our •, 4 ! ~eh' .. i e 1· s Py l o c 1-1 t f-'. c 
p r o j e c t. s h a v (' b ~, t> n p rt-" P B r P d b ri s e d o n t h c N f•"' .J e r s e y M .i n 1 m a l ~ p 1 , : • 1 -

f i ca t i on s for as b es t o s rem o \' <1 j . Howe v er , w i t h e a ch we do , \-.' e ft> t~ .i. 

thert· is a IH-'Pd f~;r· f'!~.~:~i r'1<!P(·tion fnr- the public and iht· :-1'-:-

bestos removal workers. and we revise our specifications according
ly. 

1he n11nima1 spec1 f1cat ions currently require the concentration 
of asbestos fibers after the final clean-up not be exceed .1 fibers 
per cubic centimeter based on an air sample of not less than 240 
liters. The Asbestos Abatement Industry currently recommends a 
l eve 1 of . 0 1 fiber$ p Pr cub i c c .en t 1 met Pr bas E' cl on an 9 fi 0 i .i t er 
a i r s amp J e . L e v Ed s f ~ r b e J oh t_ h i s w o u l d l> e h a r d 1 o ob t a i n . e v c i. 
by a competant contractor, because there are asbest~fibers in 
the air all around us in everyday ~xposure. Because of this, re
ducing the permissable concentration below .01 fibers/cc does not 
necessarily provide ~reater public safety. 

A recent change in the minimal specifications permits th(· 
testing laboratory to be hired by the contractor. I do not under
stand the reasoning behind this change and I believe there is a 
definite conflict of interest. as the test~ng laboratory must pro
tect the Owner's interest by making certain that the contractor 
does not expose the environment or the workers to higher levels 
of as b e s t o s f i b P r s t h an w h ::1 1. -i s spec i f i r:.~ rl. . 

'1 .... 
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A 11 of ~ a~best os r•'JTI<>va l w0r-k t h?.t hci~~ bPen l,; r! h(i'::. l•f'f'!· 

awarded to the low b1dde1. he have been fortunate in that alJ 
of these cont r act ors d .i d ~1 very ~ u o cl .Jon . But no"'' that ~1 !.-, bes 1 u ~. 

removal has become such a booming business, more and more contrar·t
ors are getting involved with this type of work. In public work, 
where the contract must be awarded to the low bidder; and in pri
vate work, where owners are attracted to thP idea of savin~ rnonev, 
the basis of awarding the contract is not necessarily based on 
the competancy of the contractor. Performing an asbestos remova1 
job with an incompetant contractor often poses more of an exposurt
problem than if no work were done at all. The prequalification 
of contractors must be studied thoroughly so that the incompetant 
con t r a c t o r s n r l' w f' l-' d P <l o u t , o r t he own er s i n pub 1 i c w o r k mu s t b f' 
able to accept the bid of a competant contractor, though he is 
not the low biddt>r, 

Asbestos removal ~-ork performed in schools over this past 
summer throughout the State received mu4ch attention from th~ 

media . Th t> genera J impress :i on of t h 1 R e overage was t h 8 t t 1·~ "' ~~ s · 
b es t o ~ r em o v a l ~, o r h ~· a s ~ J o p J , 1 i v d Cl IJ t> an d w C> u 1 d c r t=· ~--'It t' an e >: p us l: • ~ 

p r o l il t' 111 i o t It • · : · I 1 : l d t · ., n f o ?' c J 1 1 11 i i 1 ' • s c h ,., <> 1 s i o d e l <t Y t I i (' i r o 1 " , r : 1 : j 1 

0 u r p r u J P c· t 1 u l. t n P. I-' t-> 1ii1 ~ l..ll « > v e S c 11 u o i s h a s 1 1 s t f:' li a s o r 1 •:- u 1 t n o ~ ~~ 

s c.: ho o ] s w h o d 1 d 11 o t r f ~ < • e 1 \' ~" f i n a I a fJ n r o \' a J f r n m t he ll t:~ p :: 1 r i. rrw 11 1 

of Educ at j v 11 • I 111 ~ ct' eat P <l al r> t of concern from t he parent s 1 r 1 

1 ht::' scbou i d1 st r1 ct. t'\'PII l houpJ1 t ht" hork ho.cl bt.-'t:'ll <.:ompl et '"d ht!. !1 

f i n a l a i r t e s t 111 g res u 1 t s s h ow i n g f i b e r con c en t r a t i on s f a r b e 1<> \'\ 

t.he specified levels. The problem was the Department of Educa1 l<>!t 

was ~ o h a ck e d up w j t h o t h ~ r p q1 . i ,:. ct s a 1 s o re q u i r i n g i n spec t i o It , 

that many schools did not gr·t their f1nal approval. Th~ Il!f'c!t~i 

focused on the few cases where work was done improperl\ and tail~~ 

t o c · l R r i f y t h a t t h t• s ( ~ p r ob l ems d i d n o t a pp 1 y t o a 1 1 s c n o o l s on 
this list. While it is proven that asbestos exposure is a 51:-'rjou~: 

hec-1lth problem, the med]a had maJ~nified the problem creat:iHg u11 

warranted public anxiety. 

The as b e s t o s p r o b 1 em i s a s e r i o us he a l t h ha z a r d b e c au s e t h (-" i · t.~ 

is no apparent safe exposure limit. The industry has the knowledgt:' 
and the means to remove this threat where it is found, but it will 
never be totally eliminated. It is necessary to either removt 
the asbestos or to otherwise contain the release of fibers so thA1 
exposure and its related health problems are minimized. The mini
mal specifications should be reviewed and changed where necessary 
as more and more asbestos removal projects are performed. Removal 
techniques and equipment are constantly being improved and these 
should be reflected in the specifications. 

'I -

New Jef9ey State library 
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e~~l~eer ~~a ~as c1rect exper1e~ce i;. a11 aspects c~ ~stestos cc;.-
t a::; i;. 2. t i o !: :~ c r c -.- er l ~ ye a!' s - - a~ d o !-" s c :--: e asp e c t s c :~ i t : go b a c k 2 S 
years. 

= ask that \"OU liste!'l venr care:ull\·--as I will be r.;ost ca!1did i~i 
prese~ting an ob~ective and fa~t-based r~view of this ~est controversia~ 
issue. I really r:eed 3 ~:ours to fully co\·er this subject--b~~t::: '::i:l 
c o !id e :i s e i t f o r 2: o -..~ at t h i s s e s s i o !1 • 

:es--there are !':1a!1y horror stories of men and women dyi!1g :ror~ 
asbestos diseases. The J asbestos related diseases are asbestosis 
(similar to emphysema), lung cancer and the dreaded (and almost always 
fatal) mesothelioma. Yes, about 2,000 people (at least 98% men) ~ill 
die of asbestos·caused diseases each vear for the rest of this centurv . 

. . ------------None of these deaths should have occurred. Those of you who have seen 
. the TV shows on the victims of mesothelioma should realize the tragedy 

to those victims and their loved ones. To those of us who have known 
victims of rnesoth€lioma who hav-e .. later died, the impact o:f this problem 
is also very close and personal. -_Asbestos is an American Tragedy. I 
have made J thirty minute audio/visual slide shows which delineate, in 
Part I, the history (and horror stories and coverup stories by the 
manufacturers of asbestos); in Part II the problems confronting school 
boards in making decisions (including gross inaction by our government); 
and in Part III the controversy in test methods (with misleading 
information and bureaucratic jealousies causing so much confusion) of 
.a~rborn€/bulk asbestos tests. 

··However, of all the victims of mesothelioma, over 98% have been 
people who worked in asbestos mines, factories, brake shops, or in 
related construction, insulation, boilermakers, etc. jobs. Some worked 
only a few weeks; in a few cases only a couple of days--but they were 
exposed to high levels of airborne asbestos dust and fibers. Another 
group of men and women became victims because they either washed the 
clothes of their husbands or they lived downwind of the asbestos mine 
or plant--or even were hairdressers to women who worked in asbestos 
operations. 

Beginning in 1970 with "Earth Day," our country became more aware 
of environmental and health problems. Our government also created 
O.S.H.A. (Occupational Safety & Health Administration) to reduce work 
place hazards--and asbestos was one of the first J major contaminants 
on which O.S.H.A. began its enforcement work and set the allowable 
limits in 1972. 

However, there now is a major concern over asbestos in our schools, 
colleges, work places--and even homes. Before we get to the numbers 
that will clarify this confusion, I want to make the following points: 

1) We must be able to separate the high percentage of deaths reported 
by the experts like Dr. I. Selikoff of Mt. Sinai Hospital. Their 
data shows up to 60% and even higher percentages of asbestos workers 
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2) Now let's take a look at the percentage o: l~ng deat~s frc~ as
bestos as co~pared to other ca~ses. Page ~ shows the :atest da~a, 
:ro:-1 the U.S. Nationa:::.. Ce~:ter for Heal th Statistics, ::"'er ":.::::.::..e 
Ca~cer Rate Jeaths." :1his latest data is for 197'?--bec::..'..ise it 
takes 5 years for all the data to be assinilated :ro~ ~ospi~:::.:~, 
~argues, death certificates, etc. ?his shows the causes c~ ::..::..: 
r.:ale cancers is either the sar.ie or decreasing except fer =-~·::~ 
CAHCER. Lung cancer began a dramatic rise in 1935, about 2.)-2·= 
years after the increase in s~oking during VWI. The rate ~or 
1979 was 71 out of every 100,000 male deaths. Note the rate for 
women was 20 out of every 100,000 female deaths for the sa~e year. 
The death rate for women began its steep rise in 1965, about 
20-25 years after WWII. However, all the male deaths from asbestos 
caused diseases, including rnesothelioma, are represented by the 
arrow at the lower right of the graph on Page 4. This is only 
about 2% of all the male lung cancer deaths--and it includes the 
approximately 2,000 men a year wh6 die of mesothelioma and lung 
cancer. The total number of persons claiming injury or death due 
to asbestos in schools, colleges, etc. is less than 2 dozen •••• 
not 2 dozen a year, but 2 dozen in total. 

WHAT YOU SHOULD REALIZE IS THAT MOST OF THE OTHER DEATHS, AT LEAST 
95%, ARE CAUSED BY SMOKING. The subtle objective question is--
are we as a nation over-reacting to a 2% asbestos caused lung prob~ 
lern and ignoring a 95% smoking-caused lung problem. 

Now to another vital statistic. In the 7 years since the famous 
Howell Township (NJ) School Asbestos problem, there have been less 
than 2 dozen men and women in the entire country who have claimed their 
lung disease was traceable to an asbestos exposure in schools, colleges 
or universities. 

Available also by request is my article "THE REAL STORY ON 
ASBESTOS." I have attached the 5 points in my May 7, 1984 testimony 
before the USEPA Asbestos Hearing in Washington, DC for review. 

Please review this testimony very carefully--because it presents 
the asbestos exposure data in a different manner than you may have seen 
before. Up to now the medical doctors, industrial hygienists and 
pathologists, engineers, etc. have presented the airborne asbestos con
centrations ·in fibers/milliliter or fibers/cubic centimeter. In that 
system an airborne asbestos level of, say .003 fibers/milliliter, was 
considered a very low number. A .003 is pretty close to zero .••• and 
the public thought a level of very near zero (or even zero) in airborne 
asbestos fibers was possible--and desirable and achievable. The 
attached testimony shows how those units have given the public an 
entirely wrong conception of the airborne asbestos problem. Please 
follow my testimony at the May, 1984 Washington hearings beginning after 
Paee l:. 
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My general comments on the ASBESTOS POLICY COf.!IUTTEE' S INTERH: 
REPORT are as· follows: 

A) The Asbestos Policy CoMmittee has done a poor job in preparing 
this report. It took 9 months to turn out a report which was dated 
"Sept. 1984" but not made available. to most people until "mid Oct. 
1984'' .... and contains many wrong decisions. 

B) The Asbestos Policy Committee let the governor down by not follo\':
ing his mandate that the· cor.lmittee intE:grate its work with ind1.lstY-~:, 
removal contractors and consultants. I hear that only 4 of the l~ 
members who prepared this ·document have ever been "suited up" i;.
side an asbestos contaminated room during a removal project. :he~ 
got no inputs from persons outside the N.J. state departments. ~:~e 
USEPX-asked me to give testimony at the USEPA Asbestos Hearings 
last May 7th .... but the N.J. Asbestos Policy Committee never thouG~t 
to ask for my inputs before releasing this document. There are 
other asbestos experts that they did not consult. That shows an 
incredible lack of direction by the head of" the Policy Committee. 
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I find the following specific errors in the Asbestos Policy 
Committee Interim Report: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

The level of 100 nanograms per cubic meter is too low . It is 
below the average of normal outdoor ambient levels of asbestos 
shown in our company tests over a 7-year period. 

It was based on an EPA study in which the ambient levels were 
checked in ·a very pristine and unidentified location. It is 
too low for any industrial a~ea or heavily trafficked area. 

It is based on a measurement of T.E.~1. (Transmission Electron 
Micr6scopy) on which less than 1/10,000th of 1% of all airborne 
tests have been done to date. Our firm, for example, has done 
over 9,000 P.C.M. tests, over 100 for S.E.M. and none for T.E.M. 

4) There has not been a single governmental agency which has pre
pared a detail process specification or established accept/ 

. _ reject criteria for T.E.M. in the 8 years it has been used on 
asbestos. One thing court experience tells us is not to use a 
test method that does not have well written and accepted test 
and analysis procedures. The NIOSH limits do not apply to T.E.M. 

5) There are only 2 T.E.M. instruments in N.J. in commercial labs. 
The State Health Department does not even have one. They cost 
over $450,000 and take up to a half-year to de-bug and train th€ 
operator. 

6) If all the N.J. school final airborne tests are done by T.E~M., 
the time to analyze samples could be 4-8 weeks in the end 
of August when maybe 100-300 schools wi11:each havelO to ?5 or 
more samples waiting to be analyzed. The log jam will be 
hundreds or thousands of times worse than it was this August 
when only a ~ew hundred samples were submitted to the easier 
S.E.M. analysis. 

?) The cost of T.E.M. is 50% more than S.E.M. and 1,000% more than 
P.C.M.--and remember, the T.E.M. method on asbestos has not been 
tested in court yet on asbestos concentrations. Hundreds of 
cases have gone to court with P.C.M. data--and court decisions 
are the bottom line in our enforcement system. 

8) There is no technical data to back the 100 nanogram per cubic 
meter value. I said previously in Item 1 that it was too low 
a value ••••• and the criteria selected was made without proper 
technical investigation. An opposing attorney would "destroy" 
the inadequate investigation that went into the way the Asbestos 
Policy Committee arbitrarily selected this method and this low 

- limit. 
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9) In the T.E.M. analysis there is a final calculation in which it 
is assumed there is an ave~age of 30-33 asbestos fibers per nano
gram. This averaging of the results eliminates much of the 
advantage of the S.E.M. in which the actual fiber size and type 
can be seen. Certainly we do not want to put into the final 
calculation an "averaging" which can distort the effects of the 
larger and thinner and smaller fibers. Remember, a lot of 
people have drowned in water that was an average of 3-feet deep. 

~._) T.E.~. requires "ashing'' of the sample which destroys a major 
part of the sample. 
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Now, to comments on the proposed organization: 

10) The organization chart on Page 17 of the Asbestos Policy Report 
shows the Health Department would be overall in charge. That 
is as it should be--but my critical comments in this testimony 
show that the Health Department must know when to go for out
side help. 

11) We deal with about a dozen state agencies every month--but the 
N.J. Health Department has the worst record in returning phone 
calls. The higher up in the department, the worse it gets ..... 
so it is a policy that should be corrected in the next top and 
middle manager staff meeting. 

12) The key responsibility for the: 

I construction permits 
I monitor removal 
• certificate of occupancy 

_is allocated to the Dept. of Community Affairs. We hope they 
will ask the consulting engineers and architects who submit the 
plans, specs and drawings for comments on how the system can be 
made to work better than it. did in 1984. 

We also need instruction NOW as.to how the removal approval pro
cedure is to work because many of us are planning for Christmas 
and winter vacation removal work. 

i4) Page 26 totally ignores the P.C.M. testing done by ROSSNAGEL & 
. ,ASSOCIATES alone in over JOO N.J. schools. The P.C.M. data (if 

properly done) is good--and should not be discarded for the more 
costly (10 times more), unproven in court and unaccepted by any 

· ~ governmental agency T.E.M. test method. 

15) Page 11, Item J, should state decontamination chamber instead of 
documentation chamber. 

16) Page 15 should state the Owner's Professional Engineer/Architect 
shall participate in the inspection. 

17) Page 16, Item A 5, should state "--written emergency and fire 
evacuation procedures from the Work Area and post them." 

18) Page 18 should allow a single thickness of 6 mil polyethylene 
film on stairs to reduce accidents. This is critical. 

19) Page 19, Item B, should allow 1 or 2 person teams. This is 
critical--because it is mostly done by single workers. 

20) Page 22, Item 2 b, does not specify how soon after the air 
monitoring tests are made that the results must be submitted. 
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22) 

23) 

24) 

25) 

Page 23, Item 2, leaves out the CRITICAL AND ALL IMPORTANT 
VISUAL INSPECTION. Most state education department inspectors 
and ROSSNAGEL & ASSOCIATES agree that the final visual inspection 
counts 50~ to 75% of the final acceptance decision. 

Page 25 should state "Certificate of Compliance" instead of 
"Certificate of Acceptance." It should also state that it will 
first be submitted by a legally responsible officer of the re
noval fir~ a~d then endorsed by the Professional Engineer/ 
Architect. ~his could have been noted from our specifications. 

The state must provide a large wall control chart to plan, super
vise and sho~ the current status of 200-400 asbestos re~oval prc
jects. They should never again be allowed to bunch up so much i~ 
August that proper inspections, testing and analysis time, reclean
ing, cleaning and re-inspections and re-testing and re-analyzing 
time cannot be accommodated. 

Of course,the training program must be improved--but it should 
be able to be done in 2 eight hour days with a written test each 
day. 

Of course,provision must be made to eliminate the bad low bi~ 
contractors. 

These requirements should be made a part of the New Jersey 
Building Code. 
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PROPOSED MONITORING SPECIFICATION 

26) Page 1 should state in Item J "a graduate of the Mccrone 
I :i s t i t u t e r.a c r o s c op y C ours e . " 

27) Page 1 should also state in Item 4 that "T~sting rnust be done by 
an independent lab, not associated with on anv fee basis or owned 
in whole or part by the removal contractor or.managed by a 
relative of the removal contractor." 

28) Page 2 should put the word "Independent" in front of every use of 
the \'!Ork ":-esting Laboratory" or so footnote it to the same effect. 

29) Page 2, ?art II A, states adverse results shall be reported and 
highlig~ted "ir.mediately." 'lhe word "irnrnediately" is too vague-
it should state "ASAP but not later than 1 working day" and 
specify who is to be notified. 

JO) Page J, third line from the top, is a misuse of the word 
"continuous." Do you mean air monitoring is to be done every 
hour in every room? Continuously means all the time--so define 
it better. 

Jl) We have still more comments--because the persons who prepared the 
ASBESTOS POLICY REPORT apparently have not reviewed some of the 
better specifications submitted for this work. They should do 
same and see the many key points which have been missed in this 
document. 

32) FINALLY, ROSSNAGEL & ASSOCIATES HAS PREPARED A MATRIX ON THE 
FOLLOWING 2 PAGES OF THE STATE'S PROPOSED AIR MONITORING PLAN 
AND ROSSNAGEL & ASSOCIATES' ALTERNATIVE PLAN, WHICH IS: 

I More effective 
t Half the cost 
I Faster 
I Should eliminate log jam in August 
I More accurate 

• Uses proven technology 

t Please Consider It 

Please review Pages 11 and 12 for a real cornparision of the 
state's proposed air monitoring method and the ROSSNAGEL & ASSOCIATES' 
proposed method. Please note the new proposed allowable limits on 
Page 12. 

JJ) On Page 11 the arrow has been drawn to the word "Max." It was 
meant to be "Minimum." 
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NEW JERSEY ASBESTOS POLICY (Committee's Interim R~port to the Governor) 

STATE PROPOSED AIR MONITORING PLAN 

?ype 
o:: 

:'est 
Before Removal 

In Breathing 
Zone. 2 LPM 960 
:L. Minimum 1 
sample/10,000 
sq.ft. of work 
area CD 

Not Required 
:~.-·site 
::ire ct 
=c-c· ·-_.-c:. -A 
:.~£ ~ 

S::oke - .. _es\, 
:~r 
:; eg. 
:?!'ess. 

Not Required 

·.-:..sual 
::--.spec

: io~ 
Yes 

During Rerioval 
After 

Removal But 
Barrier in Place 

OSHA 1910.1001 1 composite 
(f) For 8 hr.TWA sample/10,000 sq. 
& ceiling con- ft., . 05 f/cc 
centrations. Max. limit 960 L. 
of 3 samplesfnot Microscope Field 
in wotzr_,,areo/ Are(])< .003 mrn3 

Not Required Not Required 

Daily Not Required 

Yes Yes 

.. -.· .. 
... - . ----···· 

Phase Contrast Microscopy NIOSH Method #7400 
Scanning Electron Microscopy 

-.:...•.: Transmission Electron Microscopy 

After Final 
Cleanup and 

Barrier Removal 

In Breathing 
Zone. 2 LPM 960 
L, Minimum 1 
sample/10,000 
sq.ft. of work 
100 ng/m3 limit 
simulated 
occupancy (2) 

Not Required 

Not Required 

Yes 

~: 
On-site Light Scattering Direct Reading Particle & Fiber Counting 
!~strument (such as GCA Model RAM-1 Instrument) 

0 
0 
G) 

yn 

Results in 5 Working Days Simulated Occupancy means: Fans oper-
Results in 3 Working Days ating/HVAC in operation or other 

appropriate measures. 
Results in 24 Hours 

Sa~ple At Decontamination Unit 
Co~nosite Samples in Assorted Rooms Adjacent to Work Area 
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NEW JERSEY ASBESTOS POLICY (Committee's Interim Repo~t to the Governor) 

TES ' P ~.T_R ~~oNITORING PLAN - To Replace ROSSNAGEL & ASSOCIA ROPOSED r. 1'1 State Plan 

Type 
of 3efo~e Removal 

Test 

PCM 
@ 

TEM 

Jn-site 

P.t nose height, 
2 LPI·1 24 0 or 
960 L ., I11in. 1 
sample/10,000 
sq. ft. of work 
area. This is 
h2~e1 ine test 2 

1 composite 
sam.ple/10, 000 
so.ft. ' . 02 

. flee limit; Ci) 

. 2.000 L. l 

. Direct Not Required 
~ead-A 
ing ~ 
Smoke 
Testffi 
for Not Applicable 
Neg. 
Press. 
visual Yes, for the 
In~pec- record 

t1on 

During Removal 
After 

Removal But 
Barrier in Place 

OSHA 1910.1001 1 composite 
(f) For 8 hr.TWA sample/10,000 sq. 
concentration· ft., .05 f/cc 
determination. limit, 960 L. 
Min.of 2 samples Microscope Field 
in work area A\ Areal'::'\ <. 003 mm3 
pl us ·see -+·::- \.)J UJ 

Desirable on Desirable on 

After Final 
Cleanup and 

Barrier Removal 
1 composite 
sample/10,000 
sq.ft., .05 f/cc 
limit,960 L. 
Microscope Field 
Area< .003 nm3 

Q) 
1 comno~ite sar:
ple/10,000 sq. 
r~. ~ . 02 r I cc. GJ 
11m1t; 2,000 1.J • 

bigger or corn- bigger or com- Not Required 
plicated projectE plicated projectE 

Daily 

Yes 

·Not Required 

this is Yes - crucial 

Not Required 

Yes _ This is 
crucial 

?CJ.i: 
SEf.j: 
?Er.1: 

Phase Contrast l\1icroscopy NIOSH Method #239 or #7400, as specified. 
Scanning Electron Microscopy 
Transmission Electron Microscopy 
On-site Light Scattering Direct Reading Particle & Fiber Counting 
Instrument (such as GCA Model RAM-1 Instrument) 

Results in 5 Working Days 

Results in 3 Working Days 

Results in 24 Hours 

Simulated Occupancy means: Fans oper
ating/HVAC in operation or other 
aoorooriate measures. 

. . . [!] or manometer reading to . oi inch \\1 • G. 
Sample At Decontam1nat1on Unit ** equivalent to .009 fibers/milliliter 
Comoosite Samples in Assorted Rooms Adjacent to Work Area 

@Sampling & analysis to be done by an 
independent lab (not owned by removal firm) 
with NIOSH PAT Certification 
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. Even now, with the latest N.J. Asbestos Task Force proposed air
borne asbestos li~it of 100 nanograms per cubic neter, the public is 
being misled. That sounds like a number very near zero--after all a 
na~ogran is lo-9 or l/billionth of a gram. But it is equal to J,000 
fibers per cubic meter--and those here today will breath between J and 
9 cubic meters of air today--or even more. So that means the new 
proposed low level is equal to 9,000 to 27,000 asbestos fibers/day. 
The Asbestos Policy Committee should state that to the public--like 
I did in ny ~ay 7, 1984 testinony at the ~ashington, D.C. Asbestos 
Hearings. That testinony is on the following pages of this submittal 
today. If the public were told the newest tightest proposed linit 
means they can s~ill breath 9,000 to 27,000 asbestos fibers/day, then 
they will be more rational about removing asbestos from many schools 
where there is no dangerous "cotton candy" highly friable asbestos-
but where it is cementitious type, often "hard as a rock" and often 
out of reach of all but the 11 foot tall basketball players. 

New Jersey is leading the nation in establishing an asbestos 
policy--but ''Good God" let's correct the misleading nomenclature as 
we come to grips with the real differences in asbestos risks to workers 
and to school students. Let's not set a level lower than ambient. 
Let's not test it by the least used and unproven and most expensive 
test method. Let's have New Jersey's governmental agencies work with 
the recognized and involved commercial and consulting firms. Even 
Item 3 of Assembly Resolution No. 75 states all the State's agencies 
that should be involved--but nowhere states that the leading engineers, 
hygienists and removal contractors should also be contacted. We should 
be contacted before a major document like the Asbestos Policy Committee 
Reper~ is issued ••.. not after it is issued with so many errors and 
unworkable and unnecessary requirements. 
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ROSSNAGEL & ASSOCIATES 

234 ROUTE 70 
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at the 

USEPA PUBLIC HEARINGS ON ASBESTOS 

on 

May 7, 1984 

in the 

NORTH AUDITORIUM OF THE HEALTH & SERVICES NORTH BUILDING 
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Washington, DC 
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Good Morning: 

BACKGROUND 

My nane is Bill Rossnagel. I an ?resident of ROSSNAGEL & 
ASSOCIATES in ~edford, New Jersey. ~e are on~ of the largest asbestos 
testing/consulting fir~s in the 9 state ar~a from Nassachusetts to 
Virginia. We did all the testing at the fa~ous Howell Township, N.:. 
Ramtown School in 1977. That is the i~cident that triggered off the 
concern over asbestos in schools. ~e have tested asbestos in over 
500 schools; in ships, tunnels, colleges, hospitals, state capitol 
buildings, etc. A further list of our experience is in the Appendix. 

~y own work witJ1 asbestos goes back 25 years when it was a prc
blem in testing Polaris Gyros. Like tho"..lsa~:ds o: other pro:~essio:-:::: 
engineers (and architects), back in the 1960's I designed buildi~cs 
which used asbestos containing Materials. It w~s the richt thi~c tc 
do under the buildin~ codes of that tine. In 1970 I founded ~v fir~ 
and we began doing bulk and airborne asbestos tests. In 1984 w~ were 
involved with the EPA in testing on the major Anbler, PA asbestos 
tailings waste pile project. 

TESTIMONY 

There are 5 basic points points in my testimony today. i\'iy .f'irst 
point iss 

1. 

2. 

1) The USEPA, OSHA and the medical people have published 
the Airborne Asbestos Allowable Limits in a way which 
is misleading to the public. You probably are aware 
the limit, for 40 hours a week exposure (called the 
TLV8 or PEL 6 ), is now 2 fib'ers/cc or 2 f i 1)e:!.~s/~:illi
liter (both designations mean the same) in the workpiace. 

SUMW~RY OF ASBESTOS REQUIREMENTS - in fibers/ml or fibers/cc 

Primary Requirements Code from Code from Proposed 
6/72 to 7/76 7/76 to Now Code 

Allowable Maximum Limit 10 fibers* 10 fibers>.:· 5 or .5 
fibers·~ 

Allowable TWA (Time 5 fibers* 2 fibers* .5 or . 1 
Weighted Average) for fibers·~ 

8 hours exposure per day 

* fiber defined as larger than 5 microns in length and having 
(length-to-diameter) an aspect ratio of at least J: 1. 

That designation makes the public think the level is near zero. 
They should have better explained what is shown on the f·ollouing pages. 

•TLV - Threshold Allowable Limit - maximum concentration of a contaminant 
that an adult male can be safely exposed to for 40 hours a week, 
50 weeks a year. 

~PEL - Permissible Exposure Limit - maximum concentration of a con
taminant that an adult male can be safely exposed to for 40 hours 
a week, 50 weeks a year. 
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~ 
o 2 fibers/cc = 2,000,000 fibers/cubic meter 
H 
H 
VJ 

and a person breathes 3-9 cubic meters/day (or more) 

Let's t.ake the example of a relatively low outdoor/indoor 
airborne concentration of asbestos fibers. Let's assume a 
recognized very low concentration of .003 fibers/milliliter, 
which is the same as 3.000 f'ibers/cubic meter. If ~ person 

- breathes at a: 

-_1!, 

Low Breathing Capacity & Rate 

J cubic meters/day x J,000 = 9,000 asbestos 
f'ibers/das 

Hich Breathins Canacity & Rate 

9- cubic meters/day x J,000 =27,000 asbestos 
fibers/day 

This is illustrated in Slide 4 which is also shown on the 
following page. 

That is the way test data and the allowable limits should be 
presented. They should talk about numbers of 9,000 to 27,000 asbestos 
fibers a day that you and I, in this meeting today and travelling to 
and from it, will breathe. If the majority of the public knew that 
fact, they might take a second look before removing asbestos from some 
buildings with very, very little damage and a non-friable cementitious 
type asbestos ceiling that is above the reach of the students. 

One more quick comment. ROSSNAGEL & ASSOCIATES has often been 
accused of being "against removal". That simply is not true. Our 

irm recommended over 6 million in asbestos removal work in schoO'ls 
in 19 ) alone. 

I also want to state that I have talked with persons suffering 
with mesothelioma, and who later died from it--only then can one really 
appreciate this American tragedy. 
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Here is my second point: 

2) The EPA issued 2 asbestos guideline Manuals in 1979. 
referred to in the industry as the ?art I & II "orange" 
books, and another guideline "blue" book in 1981. The 
only presentation in all 3 of their books on the ambient 
asbestos levels was this EPA graph shown on Page 5.1 
(Also Slide 6) 

~hile the footnote on this E?A slide explains the data 
.. shown was by 2 significantly different test rnethods, the 

EPA ignored PC~ (Phase Contrast Microscopy) data it had 
which would have helped provide a comparison based on 
similar test methods. The EPA disregarded the PCN data 
used by over 5 governmental agencies or profession 
societies (see Page 10) for over 25 years. 
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Figure 1. Comparison of measured airborne asbestos concentrations in three settings.• 

Asbestos 1nsulat1on 
workplaces befOl'e 1970 

(Nicholson. personal 
commun1cat1on. 19821 

fConstant. et al 1982) 

(Nicholson. et al 1 971) 

01 

··-,---Range----, 

(- ~-- _:_1 
25% 75~ 

_ .. Percentiles 

r_-_-----.--:-_:-.:.:.:i 

=---·~ 

, 0 10 100 1.000 10.000 100.000 1.000.000 10.000.000 

Nanograms per cubic meter 

•Levels in asbestos workplaces were derived from measurements using phase contrast microscopy (PCM) while 
levels in school buildings and outdoors were measured using electron microscopy (EM). PCM and EM 
measurements are not directly comparable. PCM measures all fibers whereas EM can distinguish between 
asbestos and nonasbestos fibers. In addition. EM has 1 better capability than PCM for detecting small fibers. In 
order to translate the workplace PCM measurements (expressed as fiber counts) into values of asbestos mass 
(nanograms) that are approximately comparable to EM measurements, 30 fibers were assumed to equal one 
nanogram. This value is an average obtained from many comparisons of PCM and EM measurements taken at 
the same location (industrial settings) and time. Values for individual samples range from about 10 fibers per 
nanogram of asbestos to well over 100 fibers per nanogram, depending on the average size of fibers and the 
relative number of asbestos and nonasbestos fibers in the air (Versar 1980 and William Nicholson. personal 
communication, 1982). 
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And the EPA did not make it easy for the industry and public to 
understand this graph. You will note the "X axis" is in the units 
"nanograms/cubic meter". Less than .01~ of all the airborne asbestos 
made to date have the units used by the EPA. The EPA should have added 
the widely used "fibers/cc" as sho\'/n in this graph we overlaid or. the 
EPA graph (using the EPA conver~ion factor of JO:l): The EPA used 
nanograms/cubic meter which requires an expensive Transmission Electron 
~icroscopy (T.E.~.) Analysis. The cost of T.E.hl. is 7 times that of 
PCM. 
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You will note also that our data shows a ~uc~ higher level of 
aMbie~t asbestos,_alrnost ecual to the level in the schools. ~e have 
been unable to find out wh~re the E?A arnbie~t data was taken--but it 
rn us t have bee !'1 2 v e :?:"' \' n :?:"' i st i ~; e l o c a:: i o ;1 • ..:.. ::.. 2. o ·~ :?:"' o ·; e :?:"' t .,.,. : !; "..( ~-. ~ :?:"' e 8. 
airborne asbestos te~t~ in ho~es, stores, outdoors, pa:?:"'ks, parking 
lots, playgounds, etc. sho~ the a~bient level in urban areas ~o be 
as sh o vm or-. ? a E:: e 7 • This is over a hundred t i r.i es higher th an the 
EPA ambient level sho~n on ?age 9. 

The EPA has done little to exnlain to the American nublic that 
the average American will breathe perhaps 9, 000 to 27, oo·o (or more) 
asbestos fibers ':'ODAY. If you have a son \':ho shoots -baskets near a 
busy street--or a friend who jogs along a road, they may breathe up 
to 5 C , O O 0 as be s t o s fibers in a d a y . r:i ~1 i s r. a y be t he firs t t i ~ e r.: a ~1 y 
of you have heard this--because the agencies have rarely compared the 
test results to the amount of air (J-9 cubic meters) that a person 
can be expected to breathe every day. 

Please do not conciude from Pages 5.1 and 7 that the asbestos 
level~ in all schools is equal to the ambient level~ The graph shows 
the 25% and 75% percentiles. Of course many hundreds of schools had 
to have asbestos removed because ·they are extreme cases beyond the . 
~rcentile limits. 

My third point is: 

3) The EPA should have told all this to the American 
public--and particularly to the school board members 
anquishing over the costly decisions -0n whether to 
remove, enclose, encapsulate or do nothing about the 
asbestos in some school ceilings and pipes. They 
should also have been told that after the asbestos has been 
removed the airborne level of asbestos in the school 
will not be zero--but will be equal to the ambient level 
in that neighborhood as shown un Page 9. 

For example, in a city school surrounded by 2-4 story 
"brownstone" or similar houses, the street becomes a 
"canyon" holding high levels of airborne asbestos from 

co the vehicular brakes. If it has not rained for several 
~ days, that level could be proportionally high as shown 
H by Ambient Level J on Page 9. 
H 
fl) 
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My fourth point is: 

4) If the EPA had better explained the airborne asbestos 
levels, then they could have better explained the 
conflicts arising when they state that even 1 asbestos 
fiber can cause mesothelioma .... yet the EPA algorithm 
allows a risk level of 12 out of 162. 

The EPA has also opposed airborne asbestos tests--even those 
tests (designated as NIOSH Test Nethod 239) which have been accepted 
in courts for years and has been used by the following 5 agencies 
each for over 25 vears: 
a) Occupational Safety & Health Administration 
b) National Institute of Occupational Safety & Health 
c) American Industrial Hygiene Association 
d) American Conf. of Gov't. Industrial Hygienist 
e) U.S. Bureau of ~ines 

Since asbestos is primarily only a problem when it is airborne, 
what is more accurate to test it than an airborne test very similar 
to the way in which a person breathes, as shown in these slides: 

The EPA has consistantly opposed airborne asbestos tests. 

The major concern is not whether a school ceiling has 5% or 50% 
asbestos as indicated in the bulk test. I would rather have my children 
in a school with 50% asbestos which is bound in tight (non-friable) 
than in a school with friable 5% asbestos ceilings. The question is 
how much of that asbestos is friable and becomes airborne because o:: 

1 vandalism t sloppy maintenance 
I building vibration I roof and pipe leaks 

I temperature changes I drying out of A.C.M. 
I air movement I other causes 

To determine that one needs an air test; after the bulk test 
has confirmed the material to contain asbestos. 
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I 
My fifth and final point is: 

5) The EPA established the June 27, 1983 school inspection 
deadline--but they did not require a copy of the school's 
asbestos "Notification Sheets" to be forwarded to either 
the EPA or the applicable state agency. The present EPA 
audit of schools shows that many schools did not comply 
with those June 27, 1983 requirements. Other agencies also 
have outlined in detail the shortcomings of the EPA's 
Asbestos Control Program. 
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LIST OF ARTICLES ON ASBESTOS BY W. B. ROSSNAGEL, P.E. 

M128 - "ASBESTOS CEILINGS--ARE THEY SAFE OR NOT?" 
M1J8 - "REQUIREMENTS FOR ASBESTOS TESTING & REMOVAL" 
M139 - "OSHA FIBER & MINERAL DUST TESTS" 

YEAR 

1977 
1977 
1978 

M191 - "MAKING DECISIONS TODAY ON ASBESTOS, FORMALDEHYDE 
& FIBERGLASS CONTAMINATION" 

M222 - "SUPPLEMENTAL INDOOR & OUTDOOR AIRBORNE ASBESTOS 
CONTAMINATION LEVEL DATA" 

fl.224 - "NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS RE FRIABLE ASBESTOS 
IN SCHOOL BUILDINGS" 

M251 - "A MUCH NEEDED DISCUSSION OF ASBESTOS AIR 
MONITORING SPECIFICATIONS" 

M256-·- "THE CRISIS OF MISUNDERSTANDING ON AIRBORNE 
ASBESTOS LEVELS," PRESENTED TO SERVICE 
EMPLOYEES INT'L. UNION IN WASHINGTON D.C. ON 
MARCH 16, 1984 

M258 - TESTIMONY OF W. B. ROSSNAGEL, P.E. AT EPA PUBLIC 
HEARINGS ON ASBESTOS IN. WASHINGTON~ D. C. ON 
May 7, 1984 

M264 - "THE· REAL STORY ON ASBESTOS, .. PRESENTED TO 
NEW JERSEY PUBLIC ADVOCATE'S OFFICE IN 
TRENTON, NJ on October 15, 1984 

W. B. ROSSNAGEL IS ALSO THE EDITOR, OF THREE 35 MM SLIDE 
AUDIO/VISUAL TAPES (EACH JO MINUTES DURATION) ON ASBESTOS 
AS LISTED BELOW: 

ASBESTOS PART I - "ASBESTOS: . A CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF 
THIS HEALTH·· PROBLEM" 

1982 

1982 

1983 

1983 

1984 

1984 

1984 

ASBESTOS PART II -"ASBESTOS: iMPORTANT DECISIONS TO BE MADE" 
ASBESTOS PART III -"A CLARIFICATION OF TESTING METHODS" 
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